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Burn marks at
MSU lead to
arson charges
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Staff Report
Two Murray State students face arson charges after police found
burn marks in Hester College.
Ian Reed, 21, of Paducah, and Robin Phelps, 18, of Cape
Girardeau, Mo., each face a third-degree arson charge and have
been removed from on-campus housing.
Third-degree arson is a Class D felony punishable by one to five
years in prison.
MSU Police Department responded on Monday to a report of
numerous burn marks on Hester College's third floor. Officers took
a cooking torch into evidence because they believe it was used to
make the marks, according to a MSU Police release.
The burn marks were reported on a utility room door, three room
doors and a restroom door on Hester's third floor.
Campus police officers also are investigating burn marks found
in White and Regents colleges, which seem unrelated to the Hester
incident.
A burn mark was discovered in White College on a second floor
room door, according to the MSU Police Department. Then late
Tuesday morning officers responded to a report that someone
burned a piece of paper in the south elevator at Regents.
In light of the burning incidents, police prepared a notice about
state and federal laws that was distributed via campuswide e-mail
and posted in residential colleges. Open flame burning is prohibited on campus and penalties include both criminal charges as well as
university disciplinary action.
Anyone with information concerning these ongoing investigations is urged to contact the MSU Police Department at 809-2222.
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Baby bottles
part of Life
House project
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By GREG TRAVIS
Staff Writer
The Life House Care Center is currently placing large baby bottles at businesses around town. The agency is asking that residents
drop their loose change into the bottles to help make a difference in
a baby's life.
"Right now we have 13 bottles around town with a label on them
that reads 'Help Life House Change a Life With Your Change,' and
we are in the process of distributing more," commented Carmeleta
Norvell, executive director of the Life House Care Center in
Murray.
Life House offers hope for those facing an unexpected pregnancy. All services provided are free of charge and confidential.
Support is available before, during and after the pregnancy.
"We have distributed the large baby bottles .off-and-on for the
past three years," Norvell said."We will put them into various areas
of the community for two or three months at a time and then bring
them back into the office."
She said he agency the to be very considerate of other events
unity."We use the bottles in a timein
that also take pl
ly placement," she noted. "We work our bottles around Relay for
Life and other such events."
Norvell said the agency's board members have been busy placing the bottles around town and they will have several more going
out to businesses in the near future.
"In the past we've raised approximately $1,000 through the
'Big Baby Bottle Project' in the community. The promotion helps
to keep the community aware that we're here and what we do. It
keeps the word out there for us," she said.
Norvell said that the agency uses the funds to purchase items for
babies and to keep Life House running.
"It takes a lot of money to pay the bills and keep things going. It
just takes a lot for the day-to-day operations," she explained. "We
stretch our funds as far as they will go, but we've got to stay on top

See Page 9A
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Report says Phase III funds
should not be used elsewhere
By KRISTIN TAYLOR
Staff Writer
Unless lawmakers approve otherwise,
state appropriation for the physics phase of
Murray State University's science complex
should be used just for that and not to finish
an earlier phase of the project, which started
out well over budget
State officials reviewed the project as
university officials lobby for money belblid
the $43 million that has been allocated
already. In their report, the state officials say
the project has been "confusing and inconsistent" since MSU first requested funding
in 1998.
These and other findings and recommendations are included in a review of the project that was prepared by the Finance and
Administration Cabinet's Office of Policy
and Audit. The report was published Friday.
The report specifically says the $15 million designated for the physics building,
which was outlined as the third and final
phase of the complex, can be used only for
that construction and not to finish the biology and chemistry portions. Using Phase III
money to finish the earlier phases could violate a state law related to budget bills.

Schemes&
Themes

-In retrospect, this statute should have
been considered prior to the award of the
Phase 11 contract, since MSU's actions have
essentially encumbered Phase III funds for
completion of the biology and chemistry
buildings," the report says about KRS
45.760. "... By making a decision to commit
Phase 11 and Phase Ill money in the manner
'described above, MSU officials compounded-Mein:Mai budgebby Mistake made during
the first phase of the project."
If MSU officials don't successfully ask
legislators to broaden the scope for the 2006
appropriation Gf $15 million, construction
on the project will have to stop until additional funding assistance is sought in the
2008 General Assembly.
"The stopping of all construction and
mothballing of the project would likely be
for 12-15 months and at a considerable
cost," MSU President Dr. Randy Dunn
wrote in a letter dated Friday to Finance and
Administration Secretary John Farris.
Dunn also notes that no state agency has
raised concerns or questions about the
multi-phase project spread over several
budgets until now. After assuming the MSU
presidency last semester, Dunn learned the

building would need additional funding — an estimated $15 million more to
fully complete everything.
"Clearly as things were
progressing through the
fall, it became known this
was going to be a gauntlet
we'd have to navigate
through," Dunn said about
the shortfall in the science
Duna
complex.
During a telephone interview Tuesday
between budget meetings in Frankfort,
Dunn said he doesn't expect this recent
report to hurt the university's chances of
acquiring the additional funding.
"It clearly points out that we need to do
some things to show the legislators and the
commonwealth in general that we're being
good stewards to manage this project,"
Dunn said. "Part of what we're doing in
Frankfort is talking about what we're doing
to manage this properly."
The immediate work in Frankfort started

See Page 3A

Students get taste of political process
By KRISTIN TAYLOR
Staff Writer
Luke Welch, Will Pitman,
Tucker Adams and Wesley
Bolin are hoping to be mayor —
at least for a couple of hours.
Likewise, Erica White, Shy
Underhill, Ashley Winkler and
Travis Taylor are vying for
JudgeCounty
Calloway
Executive.
The local high school students are part of the Senior
Student Government Day that
the Murray Lion's Club is sponsoring. Polls will be open at
both Murray and Calloway
County high schools today.
The students will use the
voting
electronic
same
machines that were introduced
to local voters in recent elections.
'These young people will be
able to get a hands-on experience for voting for their peers,
and that will make them more
familiar with the process that
they'll go through to vote,"
Calloway County Clerk Ray

See Page 9A
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GREG TRAVIS/Ledger & Times

In light of a report last week from the state's Finance and Administration Cabinet that discusse,s how Murray State's science
complex has been over budget from the beginning, MSU President Dr. Randy Dunn was in Frankfort Tuesday when the House
appropriations and revenue committee approved changing the language associated with last year's $15 million allocation for
the physics phase to also be used to finish work on the earlier chemistry portion. The full House and then Senate also has to
approve it. Without lawmakers approving the wording change, the money could only be used on the third phase even though
the earlier portions aren't complete.

TOM SERRY.tedger & Times

Calloway County High School senior Richard Barrett casts the very first vote for city and county offices during a mock election at the school this morning. County Clerk Ray Coursey Jr. is
seated behind Barrett. The voting took place at both Calloway and Murray high schools today
as part of an effort to teach students a practical lesson in the workings of local government.
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'BEAM'ING WITH PRIDE

Forecasters
see La Nina
brewing

TOM BERRY/edger & Times
About 50 doctors, nurses, therapists and other Primary Care Medical Center professionals
sign their names on a metal beam Tuesday afternoon at the site of the new facility now under
construction on South 12th Street and Glendale Road Dr Bob Hughes. managing partner for
Primary Care, said the beam would become a primary support for the structure and that it was
fitting that employees have their names permanently listed there.

WASHINGTON (AP) —
Forecasters warned Tuesday
that a La Nina weather pattern
— the nasty flip side of El Nino
— is brewing, bringing with it
the threat of more hurricanes
for the Atlantic.
Officials at the National
Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration announced the
official end of a brief and mild
El Nino that started last year.
That El Nino was credited with
partially shutting down last
summer's Atlantic hurricane
activity in the midst of what
was supposed to be a busy season.
"We're seeing a shift to the
La Nina, it's clearly in the
data," NOAA Administrator
Conrad Lautenbacher said. La
Nina, a cooling of the midPacific equatorial region, has
not officially begun because it's
a process with several months
with
specific temperature
thresholds, but the trend is
obvious based on satellite and
ocean measurement data, he
said.
"It certainly won't be welcome news for those living off
the
coast
right
now,"
Lautenbacher said. But he said
that doesn't mean Atlantic
seaboard residents should sell
their homes.
Forecasters don't know how
strong this La Nina will be.
However, it typically means
more hurricanes in the Atlantic.
fewer in the Padfic, less rain
and more heat for the already
drought-stricken South, and a
milder spring and summer in
the north, Lautenbacher said.
The central plains of the United
States tend be drier in the fall
during La Ninas, while the
Pacific Northwest tends to be
wetter in the late fall and early
winter.

welcome
Dr. Richard Blalock
Primary Care Medical Center

Primary Care
Medical Center

CourtDocket
Calloway Circuit Court
• Nikki C. Acuff, 25, of Calvert City, was indicted Monday for second-degree forgery for a check signing on Aug. 12, 2004.
• Jill Adams, 29, of Almo, was indicted Monday for possession of
drug paraphernalia, first-degree possession of a controlled substance and possession of marijuana stemming from a Dec. 26,
2006, incident. KSP Trooper T.H. Pervine presented the case
directly the grand jury when it met last week.
• Roosevelt Allen Jr.. 48, of Murray, was sentenced to a total of
two years in two separate cases in which he admitted to seconddegree trafficking in a controlled substance and six counts each
of second-degree forgery, identity theft and theft by deception.
Allen appeared in court Monday with public defender Scott West
and has credit for the 206 days he's already served in jail. In the
plea agreement, two persistent felony offender charges were dismissed. The trafficking charge stems from a March 2006 drug
roundup.
• Mark Anderson of McKenzie, Tenn., was indicted Monday on
eight counts of theft by deception stemming from August 2006
incidents at Cain's Murray Auto Auction. The case was a direct
submission to the grand jury when it met last week.
• James E. Bynum Jr., 21, of Lawrenceburg, Tenn., was indicted
Monday on 17 counts of second-degree forgery for incidents in
December and January.
• Christina Clark, 26, of Richmond, was indicted Monday on two
counts of first-degree possession of a controlled substance for
having methamphetamine and cocaine on Feb. 4, 2005.
• Tano R. Curtis, 26, was indicted Monday for third-degree
assault for attempting to injure Calloway County deputy jailer
Rodney Hill on Feb. 10. The grand jury also charged Curtis with
second-degree persistent felony offender.
• Steven Durr, 19, of Almo Shiloh Road in Murray, pleaded guilty
Monday to third-degree burglary in a 2006 case. The plea agreement with the commonwealth attorney's office also dismissed
robbery, disregarding a stop sign and failure to display registration charges. He will be sentenced April 9.
• Dustin Eddings, 23, pleaded guilty to fourth-degree assault in a
plea deal that conditionally discharges the 12-month sentence
as long as he meets the court conditions. He was in court
Monday with his attorney Rick Lamkin. Eddings was originally
charged with first-degree assault, a Class B felony that carries a
10- to 20-year prison sentence, in a May 11. 2005, incident that
injured Brooks "Trey Long III. Eddings also owes $1,500 in restitution.
• Robin M. Farley, 44, of West Main Street in Murray, was indicted Monday for second-offense possession of drug paraphernalia and possession of marijuana stemming from a Jan. 11 incident.
• Courtney Blake Gardner, 22. of Memphis, Tenn., was taken into
custody Monday when he was sentenced to a total of five years
in prison in three cases that charge him with two counts of wanton endangerment and one count each of second-degree robbery, third-degree burglary and bail jumping. He appeared in
court with public defender Scott West and has credit for the 216
days he already served in jail.
• Kenneth W. Jones, 45, of Highland Road in Murray, was indicted Monday for second-offense manufacturing methamphetamine, possession of drug paraphernalia, first-degree possession
of a controlled substance (meth), third-degree possession of a
controlled substance (Valium) and possession of a handgun by
a felon stemming from a Jan. 17 incident.
• Teresa Kendall, 37, of Spruce Street in Murray, was indicted
Monday for theft by unlawful taking more than $300 and seconddegree criminal possession of a forged instrument on Dec. 22,
2006.
• Ricky Craig King. 26, of Murray, pleaded guilty Monday to conspiracy to manufacturer methamphetamine when he appeared in
court with attorney Will Kautz. An additional charge of manufacturing meth stemming from a 2005 meth lab bust was dismissed
in a plea agreement with the commonwealth attorney's office.
King's co-defendant Chnstopher J. Nanney, 26. also of Murray.
entered an Alford plea to cultivation of marijuana (five or more
plants). meaning he doesn't admit guilt but says the evidence is
there. Three other drug charges — possession of marijuana,
possession of drug paraphernalia and manufacturing meth —
were dismissed when Nanney appeared in court Monday with
his attorney Charles Brien. Both King and Nanney are scheduled
to be sentenced at 9 a.m. April 9.
• Tammy L. Myers, 45, of Hardin, was indicted Monday for theft
of a controlled substance for stealing a controlled substance that
belonged to someone else on Sept. 21. 2006. In an unrelated
case. Myers is scheduled for a pre-trial conference on March 12
for forgery of a prescription.
• Brett Preston. 19, of New Concord, was indicted Monday for
first-degree feeling or evading police, having no operator's
license, reckless driving and two counts of first-degree wanton
endangerment. The charges stem from a Jan. 11 incident in
which Murray Police Department officer Brandon Stice attempted to stop Preston's vehicle.
• Larry Dale Swift, 37, of Murray, appeared in court Monday with
attorney Gary Haverstock. Swift is scheduled for a pre-trial conference at 9 a.m. March 30 before special prosecutor Mike
Stacey.
• Charles Lloyd Underhill, 32, was sentenced to a total of five
years in prison for two counts of third-degree assault and one
count each of first-degree possession of a controlled substance
and possession of anhydrous ammonia with intent to manufacture methamphetamine. Two counts of attempted murder of a
police officer and a count of second-degree persistent felony
offender were dismissed in the plea agreement with the commonwealth attorney's office. The charges stem from an April 30,
2004, incident after police officers claimed they were exposed to
anhydrous ammonia, which is used to make meth, while attempting to serve a Marshall County arrest warrant to Underhill, who
was staying at a Riviera Courts residence.
• Parrish Wilkins, 19, of Murray, was released from custody
Monday after her prison sentences were probated as part of her
sentencing for receiving stolen property more than $300 and
third-degree burglary. She was sentenced to a total of five years
but that prison term was probated as long as she meets the court
conditions for five years. She appeared in court Monday with
attorney Amy Roos.
• April Dawn Wright, 29, was indicted Monday for second-degree
escape for unlawfully leaving the Calloway County Jail on Jan.
12. The case was a direct submission to the grand jury when it
met last week.
—Information from court documents

Workers try to stabilize
S.F. cliff after landslide
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SAN FRANCISCO (AP) —
A wide swath of hillside came
thundenng down on a strip club
and several apartment buildings
in the city's North Beach district
Tuesday, forcing residents from
their homes and stirring fears of
another collapse.
The wave of rocks and dirt
shortly after 3 a.m. caused no
injunes but led authonties to
close a main thoroughfare
through the city for several
hours. At least 120 residents
were displaced and several
buildings declared off-limits as
engineers tried to figure out how
to stabilize the cliff to prevent
further damage.
The Broadway Showgirls
Cabaret had just closed for the
night when the slide pushed in
the hack wall and apparently

broke a water main that tooded
the club. said Gary Warlin.
whose company manages the
club.
"Fortunately, everyone had
Just left," Marlin said.
The slide deposited a pile of
mud and boulders more than 30
feet high and 75 feet wide
against buildings at the bottom
of the hill and left one 45-unit
condo complex perched on the
brink of the cliff.
"I thought it was an earthquake," said Steve Liu, 29.
Building inspectors said no
one can go inside at least seven
buildings, including the club
and the condos.
Residents may go in to
retrieve belongings from several
other buildings but cannot stay.
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Newborn found in shoe box
FRANKLIN, Ky.(AP) — A
newborn was recovering at a
hospital Tuesday, a day after
being found in a shoe box outside a duplex in south-central
Kentucky.
The baby, full term and
weighing more than 5 pounds,
was discovered by two small
children late Monday morning,
said Capt. Mike Rigg of the
Simpson County sheriff's
department, which received a
call about the baby at 11:36 a.m.
CST.
The child was wrapped in a
blanket and a plastic shopping
bag and placed inside a shoe
box, Rigg said.
Doctors at the The Medical
Center at Franklin, where the
child was initially taken, estimated that he was around 2
hours old, Rigg said.
Doctors also told Rigg "if it
had been outside a couple more
hours, it may not have survived," he said.
He said the children who
found the baby live next door to
the vacant duplex where the boy
was found.
The
National
Weather
Service reported the temperature as 43 degrees at 11 a.m.
Monday in Bowling Green,
about 25 miles north of

ing out the second floor shell this purpose.
Dr. Kern Alexander was
space and landscaping the exteMSU's president when the projthis week with Dunn lobbying rior.
"By deferring this work, ect was planned in the late
to get the language changed so
the last appropriations can be MSU caused the project to 1990s and then his son. Dr. King
used more broadly toward com- become inunediately over budg- Alexander, succeeded him and
pletion of the earlier phases and et by that amount,- the report continued the project, including
securing a 2002 allocation. The
not just the unstarted physics says.
MSU did reduce one bid elder Alexander returned to
portion.
Tuesday, the House's appro- worth $202,500 for mechanical. campus in the interim during the
priations and revenue commit- electrical, plumbing and fire last budget appropriation for the
tee approved changing the protection on the second floor, multi-phase project before
wording to allow Phase III as well as another worth Dunn's hiring.
For the 2002-04 biennium,
funds allocated in last year's $98,000 for architectural details.
"Although reducing the ini- MSU requested an additional
budget to be used to finish the
tial bid by $300,500(3 percent) nearly $22.25 million to raze
chemistry building.
State Rep. Melvin Henley, R- is a cost-saving measure, the Blackburn and construct the
Murray, said the Finance and decision to move forward with 57,125-square foot chemistry
Administration Cabinet report limited construction of the building as the second phase of
shouldn't inter- building, while pushing a major the complex. but only $15 milfere with the facet of construction into future lion was appropriated to conlobbying efforts appropriations, is not," the struct the chemistry portion,
comPleyle the
to bring addi- report says.
Not only did the project •205`,1155sqoarr foot second floor
tional funding
to Murray for immediately come in over budg- In the biology' builft and conscience et, but the cost to finish the sec- struct the connector to the
the
ond floor increased 218 percent chemistry building.
complex.
The report's second finding
"My opinion from nearly $1.8 million in 2002
is that following this allocation
is it will have to almost $5.7 in 2006.
The state report goes on to from the state. MSU awarded in
nothing to do
Henley
with the fund- say that lack of communication July 2006 a contract to the sucing because most of the people can be blamed for the chal- cessful bidder for $7.8 million
I've talked to understand that if lenges with the biology build- more than the $15 million the
you price the cost of building a ing's second floor. It states that state budget appropriated.
The third finding more genhouse in 1998, you can't build the university could have
the house for the same price in requested assistance by using erally addresses the budget
money from its contingency requests for the three-phase sci2006,- Henley said.
"The finance report is noth- fund or asked for additional ence complex that would
ing more than another slap at state funding specifically for replace Blackburn Science
Murray State, a deliberate slap
at Murray State, and I think very
few people in the House are
paying any attention to it."
The full House will have to
consider the change before the
Senate takes up the issue.
The report outlines three
findings. After initially requestDrivers with unblemished records get excellent rotes at Nationwide.'
ing $13 million in 1998 to renoDale Willis
Science
Blackburn
vate
201 N.5th St, Murray
Building, MSU received that
(270) 753-8485
amount in 2000 when its admindwithsamallis-insurance.com
istration requested nearly douCall me today for a quote.
ble that for a new biology building, according to the report.
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LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — U.S. Sen. Jim Bunning predicted
that Kentucky's second in command won't be the only high-rank
ing Republican to throw support to an opponent of Gov. Erni
Fletcher.
Republicans have been disappointed with Fletcher, esriecialli
after a hiring scandal mired his first term in office, Bunning said
Tuesday. The Republican senator said that would likely lead td
more endorsements of Anne Northup in the May 22 GOP priinary7
Bunning wouldn't say who might endorse Northup, only that
"some very high profile Republicans" are likely to endorse the former congresswoman from Louisville in her bid to unseat Fletcher.
-It is an indication of the dissatisfaction with the Fletcher administration," Bunning said. "It's disappointment more than dissatiSfaction."
Bunning's comments came the day after It. Gov. Steve Pence
threw his support to Northup, saying she is the better candidate and
"has a real chance of winning." Pence has already refused to run fat
re-election with Fletcher.
Fletcher was indicted last year on charges that he illegally,
rewarded political supporters with protected state jobs. The indicv.•
ment was dismissed in a deal with prosecutors, but the special
grand jury later issued its findings in the case, saying Fletcher hag
approved a "widespread and coordinated plan" to skirt state hirini
laws

Bill passes to bolster DUI fight
FRANKFORT. Ky.(AP) — A bill aimed at bolstering the fight
against drivers impaired by alcohol or drugs won easy approval
from the Kentucky Senate on Tuesday.
The measure would make it easier to convict people who are
caught driving with illegal drugs in their system. It also would
lower the blood-alcohol level needed for prosecutors to seek harsher penalties against drunken drivers.
The proposal cleared the Senate on a 29-1 vote and goes to the
House.
"It's one of the most important pieces of legislation that's going
to come out of here this session,- Sen. Ray Jones, the bill's sponsor, said afterward.
The bill would create a presumption of guilt if motorists an)
found with illegal drugs in their system. Currently, prosecutor);
must prove the drivers were impaired.
Jones. D-Pikeville. said the bill reflects a trend in which a grows
ing number of impaired drivers are under the influence of drugs. '

Building when complete. The
reports calls MSU's requests for
state money for this project
"confusing and inconsistent."
One state law — KRS
164A.550-630 — allows universities to manage, contract
and carry out construction projects even when state dollars are
paying for them. Murray State is
one of four state universities
that has performed its own capital construction, and by doing so
agreed to follow accompanying
laws.
The state audit officials suggest in the report that additional
accountability may need to be
implemented for universities
who manage their own statefunded capital projects. Another
recommendation
general
includes broadening the penalties to describe the process to
revoke such authority from universities and transfer responsibility back to the state.

Bill would allow some KEES money
to go toward college tuition
FRANKFOR1, Ky. ( AP -- Students could tap into a scholarship program early to help pay for college courses while still in high
school under a bill passed by the Kentucky Senate on Tuesday.
Sen. Jerry Rhoads, D-Madisonville, said his bill is a reflection of
the growing number of high school students choosing to get some
college courses out of the way early. The measure cleared the
Senate on a 32-0 vote and heads to the House.
The bill would let students use a portion of money they earned
under the Kentucky Educational Excellence Scholarship program
to help pay tuition for up to six college credit hours. Rhoads saisl
the proposal wouldn't enlarge the amount of KEES money availiYagraefe;
able to the students.
• •'.45.4 a
KEES scholarships go to Kentucky high school nudainsowit
reward for good grades and test scores. Those with higher gradt
1
point averages and test scores get more money from the state.

Don't Putt Around...
Sioin6 DnE0,5pOin6 tthiA A Am'+tome!

Keep your record spotless and

KEEP YOUR MONEY
pocketed.

Robert T. Williams, M.D.

announces the association of

2208 Coles Campground
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51 Oak Crest

I Aroking for space, location and appeal?
Three bedroom brick situated on beauIncludes 3 bedrooms. 2 full baths. 2 living
saulted cellimpi_oserlooking pris ate one
areas. ceramic fireplace mantle and foyer. tiful double lot. X'onseniently located in
acre raid and trees. Great starter
Sitting on •corner lot in prestigious
county, close to loan. Spacious deck
Martin Heights subdisision. Immediate
home. Immediate Possession.
and 10 x 115 storage building.
Possession. Seller nants offer!!!
Affordable.. Flossing open floor plan..

www"
61
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2108 Darby Dan

0 Murray Rd.

109 Thoroughbred

Ito /Ten floor plan. high renewal, beautiful
hard...rind
and untque touches are ready
ty welcoene you Some Sou lit,.. anelking
thee *ell planned tithes that n equipped with
terrtrit applinne es Situated on • nice Iol in •
terrIfk neighhouitend

Are you looking for land? You should
see this Ii acre parcel located north of
Murray. Nice. flat land witb great road
frontage. Excellent combination of
cleared and nonded land.

wonderful home in prestigious Murras
Estates. Home features large toting area
plus formal using room and check out
the walk throughtwalk-in closet and
utility room. This is a must see listing
and won't last long.
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CAGLE& BAILEY
ADULT HEALTH
Board Certified Family Nurse Practitioners
Providing carefor ages 12 and over
rteddinginktal=

Vieni
ges the

pile of
than 30
• wide
bottom
45-unit
I on the

Bunning predicts more high-ranking
:
GOP endorsements for Northup

AP
In this photo provided by the Simpson County Sheriffs Office,
a newborn recovers at The Medical Center in Franklin, Ky.,
Monday after being found in a shoe box outside a duplex in
south-central Kentucky. The baby, full term and weighing
more than five pounds, was discovered by two small children
late Monday morning, said Capt. Mike Rigg of the Simpson
County sheriff's department. which got the call about the
baby at 11:36 a.m.

From Front

ze
le

one had

Franklin.
Doris Thomas, spokeswoman for The Medical Center
in Bowling Green, said the baby
was in good condition Tuesday.
Rigg said the baby's umbilical cord had been cut, but not
sealed, and his internal temperature was around 85 degrees
when he was taken to the
Franklin hospital on Monday.
When his temperature got into
the 90s, he was transferred to
Bowling Green, Rigg said. He
said the boy was expected to be
released from the hospital in a
day or two and initially would
be a ward of the state.
Rigg said there were "no
indicators in the box at all"
about where the child came
from. His department is investigating to try to find the mother.
Under Kentucky's Safe
Infants Act, parents or someone
acting on their behalf may leave
babies younger than 3 days old
at a safe place, such as a hospital, police station, fire station or
emergency medical service
provider. Under the law,a parent
will not be prosecuted for leaving a baby less than 72 hours old
if the infant is taken to a safe
place and has not been physically abused or neglected.
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Kars Salley, ABNP

•Preventive Health Care
• Acute and Chronic Illness
• Women & Men's Health Screening
• Sports, School and DOT Physicals

Jennifer Cagle, ARNP

287 Enlx

3311 Hwy 94 E

fon story recently bent custom brick home
teroutiftelly designed and dereerated Three man
it, mites. tarn kitchen, megrim Neal lyarky•rd
patio. Fine !Relishes include haimheei flooring
and ceramic tile, en•arn nuktng, rusuien tvlio
nein, ingenund irrigatayr• aystem relay in the
serene and pew eau! •ntnnyien

ommercial perverts that maid easin accommodate
a large business. Sas( road frontage is ai Malik or
two roods for ran access tenures include multi*
ornce spares and a sho•rooes IRSIIIICIUMCP and Om,
tee arts. Income potential includes a ien ha, brute
unit and tall 4orage h,aild,ng 05th large door wcno.

Call Lori or Brenda for your showing today!

•Karen and Jennifer have over 25 years of combined experience caring
for patients in Murray, Ky.

Onkny

• They are Board certified to treat patients and write prescriptions

(—vie

cagle & Bailey
NOW OPEN!
Walk-Ins Welcome

Adult Health

To schedule
appointments call:
270.753.4616

Medical Arts Building • Suite 109 East • 300 South 8th St.• Murray,KY

1

LORI SWEENEY

(270)293-2881

21

BRENDA ROWLAND

Loretta Jobs Realtors (270) 293-1308

c211ctitmurray-ky net

University Square • 301

c29retmurray-ky.net
N. 12th St.• Murray, KY
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After big selloff, stocks in state of flux
!I.0011)

AP
Hazardous materials team members handle a sample of
material removed from a civil engineering building on the campus of the University of Missouri-Rolla, Tuesday in Rolla, Mo.
A University of Missouri-Rolla graduate student claiming to
possess anthrax and a bomb threw this south-central Missouri
community into a panic Tuesday, but police suspect it was
nothing more than an empty threat by a depressed student
and not an incident of terrorism.

Rolla campus
shuts down after
anthrax scare
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ROLLA. Mo.(AP)-A distraught graduate student claiming to
have a bomb and anthrax sparked a scare early Tuesday that shut
down the University of Missouri-Rolla, officials said, but the threat
turned out to be a hoax.
Preliminary tests on a white, powdery substance found on the student, whose name was not released, showed it was powdered sugar,
said Lt. Col. David Boyle of the Missouri National Guard.
Authorities said the student could face charges.
"Thankfully this is a false alarm," said Chancellor John Carney
Ill
The incident started shortly after 2:30 a.m. when police were
called about a man making a threat. They arrived to find the student
holding a paper bag and a knife. He said he had planted a bomb and
said he had anthrax. Interim Police Chief Mark Kearse said.
When the man refused to drop the knife, a university police officer shot him with a stun gun, and the man was arrested. Police found
a tour-page note in which the student threatened to destroy the building. Kearse said.
The Fort Leonard Wood Explosive Operations Division was
investigating the possibility that a bomb may be in the engineering
building. Authorities were still checking the building Tuesday afternoon, Kearse said.
"We have no hard evidence that there's anything wrong in the
building, but we simply can't take a chance," Mayor William Jenks

By TIM PARADIS
AP Business Writer
NEW YORK (AP)-Stocks
fluctuated in a narrow range
today, showing some signs of
stability on a satisfactory gross
domestic product report and a
recovery on some markets in
other countries.
The major indexes opened
higher and showed tepid resolve
as the market sought to regain its
footing a day after the Dow
Jones industrials plunged 416
points amid growing concerns
about slowing economies in the
U.S. and China. Investors were
trying to digest a batch of economic data that came out in the
opening minutes of trading.
The National Association of
Purchasing
ManagementChicago index of business conditions in the Midwest showed a
weaker-than-expected reading.
The February figure fell to 47.9
from 48.8 in January. The report
is often viewed as a bellwether
for the Institute for Supply
Management's index of manufacturing activity for February,
. which is due Thursday.
Also,
a
Commerce
Department report found newhome sales fell by 16.6 percent
in January from the previous
month, the largest drop in 13
years.
The market took some solace
the
from
Commerce
Department's report that the

uhhen it
his

GDP rose at an annual rate of
2.2 percent in the fourth quarter.
The figure was slightly below
expectations, but not enough to
puncture Wednesday's nascent
recovery.
Federal Reserve Chairman
Ben Bemanke planned to testify
on Capitol Hill that early action
must be taken to overhaul the
government's big benefit programs. Prepared remarks didn't
address the market's decline

Tuesday.
The Dow was up 12.50, or
0.10 percent, at 12,228.74.
Broader stock indicators
were mixed. The Standard &
Poor's 5(X)index was up 2.60, or
0.19 percent. at 1.401.64, and
the Nasdaq composite index was
off 4.25 percent,01 0.18 percent,
at 2,403.61.
Bonds fell, with the yield on
the benchmark 10-year Treasury

note rising to 4.54 percent from
its low for the year of 4.47 percent late Tuesday.
The dollar was little changed
against other major currencies.
while gold prices fell.
In markets abroad, the
Shanghai stock market, whose
nearly 9 percent skid Tuesday
started a global selloff, rose
nearly 4 percent. helping to
steady trading in the U.S.

14 STOCK MARKET REPORT
Investments Since 1854
Dow Jones Ind. Avg.....12273.6 + 57.4
7436- 0.24
Air Products
AT&T,Inc.
4639 + 0.24
42.48 + 0.08
BB&T.
29.10 0.61
Briggs & Stratton
26.22 - 0.14
Bristol Myers Squibb
63.16- 1.67
Caterpillar
Chevron Texaco Corp 68.98 + 0.39
Daimler Chrysler ...... 68.02 + 0.72
45.24.0.27
Dean Foods
72.97 + 1.14
Exxon-Mobil
Ford Motor
+ 0.03
34.76 + 0.10
General Electric
General Motors
31.92 0.24
GlaxoSmithKline ADR _5632 + 0.62
48.67 - 0.12
Goodrich
24.51 +0.10
Goodyear
HopFed Bank* .- 16.09 B 16.33 A
I B M-------.--93.37 - 039

prices

Intel

Ilingislills
arser •

as of 9 a.m.

......-20.07 + 0.04

Kroger.
25.26 + 0.29
.25.75 0.45
Mattel .
......43.58 - 0.88
McDonalds
Merck -...--____44.01 +0.80
Microsoft
+ 0.20
J.C. Penney---80 46 + 0.18
63.10 + 034
Pepsico,
25.20 + 0.06
Pfizer, Inc. ........
Regions Financial
+ 0.27
Schering-Plough .............23.55 + 0.19
Sears Holding Corp .-.178.65 + 0.11
lime Warner....................20.25 + 0.04
US Bancorp ---3538 -0.03
UST
+ 0.05
WellPoint Inc
.78.98 +1.05

PR11/61 f YERE
- New Shipments • Trees & Shrubs
• Garden Gifts & Accents
• Lava Rock

Free Gardening Seminars
March 10, 17, 24

HILLIARD LYONS

said.

Twenty-three people - eight students, a faculty member and
emergency workers who responded to the call - were quarantined
alter the white substance was found, but later released. Ray Massey,
ambulance director at Phelps County Regional Medical Center, said
none showed signs of illness.
The 5,850-student technological research and engineering campus was shut down during the incident and classes were canceled for
the day while officers investigated. A Catholic grade school near
campus was also closed for the day.

AP

A man passes the famed bronze bull in New York's financial district today. The Dow fell 416.02
points, or 3.29 percent, to 12,216.24 on Tuesday.

Financial Consultants IL-RI:
Ron Arant I Heath Scott
Court Square I Murray. KY 42071
270-7513366 I 800.444-1854
Hours: iLLj 1.. M-F
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Murray Sewing Center
Sewing 8 Quilting Classes
Offering A Variety Of Sewing Classes.
Slop In and see our sewing songs@Isign up nowt
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BelAir Shopping Center • 270-7594400
Call For More Information
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NECK & BACK PAIN? HEADACHES?

Will

Overstreet
He was an All-America
selection at Tennessee.
He spent three
seasons in
Sunday,
the NFL.
March 4,2007
Above all
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20510
4-4343
Dr. V. Wade Etherton & Dr. B. Dobry Etherton
20510

40601
2-7181
40601

Auto Accidents • Medicare & Medicaid Accepted
Most Insurance Covers Your Care
Well File It For You'
Call Today for La Appaahasat1759-0030

Etherton Chiropractic
1102 Chestnut Strot•t (across from Wendy's)• 1lAutrny

First Christian Church
Murray, Kentucky
111 North 5th Street
(C)ft the court square)

(270) 753-3824
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A Tennessee
football helmet
ill be raffled off
at the reception_
Call FCC for tickets.
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CCHS Laker Yearbooks for
2007 will be on sale March 5-9

www.murrayledger.com

Aril) Anouncemen/
Zakary James Lehman
Mr and Mrs Joshua Lehrumi of Murray are the parents of
a son. lakary James Lehman, born on Sunday. Feb. 25, 2007,
at Jackson Purchase Medical Center. Mayfield.
the baby weighed 7 pounds 10 ounces and measured 21
inches. the mother is the former Holly Koehn_
Maternal grandparents are Emery and Helen Koehn of Subic-tie. Kan . and maternal great-grandparents are Herman and
Lena Smith ot Itigalls. Kali
['menial grandparents are Sam and Mary Lehman ot MurAv. and paternal great-grandparents are Harvey and Barbara
chotatt and RchecLa Schrock of Kidron. Ohio
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FUN & FASHION

The 2007 Calloway County Laker Yearbook will be on sale for one week only,
starting Monday and continuing through
Friday. These yearbooks are only sold by
yearbook staff members and books can be
picked up next fall in mid-August.
The cost is $20 per yearbook. Checks
should be made payable to Calloway County High School. Books will not be sold in
the front office. Each person buying should
make sure to get a receipt, according to
Glenn Leckie, yearbook sponsor.
For more information call 762-7374.

Blood Drive at North

North Elementary School on Brinn Road,
Murray, will have an American Red Cross Blood drive on
Thursday from I to 6 p.m. with a goal of 45 pints requiring
63 sign-ups for success. There are still appointments available
from 2:30 to 6 p.m. All blood types are needed.
Photo provided
Lucretia Veazey, standing, is testing the hearing of Marylin
Little. club member, at a meeting of the Hazel Woman's Club.

Veazey presents program on
`Audiology'for Hazel club

iir

Ind

Mi

it. Rita ‘eait.:. a member
Woman'', Club. presented a program on -.Audio!
4,g!,.. at the February meeting
ot the club held at the Ilatel
C,intinimity Center
‘eaiey. is a teachei HI the
Witty County School System.
ysotkimt with hearing conditions
in the classrooms. Each club
metnt,er had their hearing tested tot possible detects.
Sharon Ray gave the devotion and led the 15 members
and one guest, Carla White.
in the pledge to the flag

A thank you note %ids read
twin "Heavenly Hats Project''
hit the ;5 hats and caps sent
to the project by the club.'
Die club also gave $100 to
the Calloway County High
School Art Department. Club
members are also Noted to
sponsor a Calloway 'county
High School students in the
Woman's Club First District
Short Story and Poetry Contest beginning this year.
Hostesses for the meeting
were Janice Wilkinson and Pat
Latimer

CCHS committee will meet today
Curriculum Committee of Calloway County High School
Based Decision Making Council will meet today at 3:15 in the
guidance office conference room. All interested persons are
invited to attend.

Potpourri club will meet
Potpourri Homemakers Club will meet Thursday at 9 a.m.
in the annex of Calloway County Library. All interested persons are welcome. For information call 436-5132.

Glory Bound Chnstian Entertainment Ministry will be Friday from 7 to 9 p.m. in the fellowship hall of Goshen United Methodist Church, 4726 Ky. 121 North at Stella. There is
no admission charge, but items for Need Line will be accepted. For more information call Joe Lawrence at 753-5643, Renee
Taylor at 753-8124 or Patrick Lea at 761-2666.

Reformers Unanimous, a Christ-centered addictions program,
meets each Friday from 7 to 9 p.m. at Eastwood Baptist
Church. For information or for a ride call 753-1834.

sev
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CCHS Volleyball team plans event

Buddy Campaign on Thursday
The I I th annual Campus-Community Buddy Campaign for
Big Brothers Big Sisters will be Thursday at 4:30 p.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County Chamber of Commerce. BBBS Director Suzy Crook and numerous volunteer mentors are making
a huge difference in the lives of children with breakfast clubs
at the school, school-based mentoring and community-base
mentoring. All team captains are urged to attend.

Meetings scheduled Thursday
Murray Shrine Club and Ladies of the Nile will meet Thursday at 6:30 p.m. at the club building, located on Ky. 121
North in front of the Calloway County Jaycee Fairgrounds. A
meal will be served. All members and prospective members
are encouraged to attend.

MHS Backboard Club will meet s'
Murray High School Backboard Club will meet today at
5:30 in Coach Rechelle Turner's room. Items of discussion
will include the upcoming banquet. All parents of players are
asked to attend.
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King - Paul Bailey
Queen - Lucy Decorte
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March
March is the month of evrectation.
The things we do not know.
rhe Persons of Prognostication
Are coming now
We try to sham becoming firmness,
But pompous toy
RettaVs US, as his tirst betrothal
Betrays a boy.
Ttntlii Dickinson, XI,V11/

Murra, .75.3-1/I51

fnnh &Tr&ivvoir
Kell Craig & Tree Trois
*ler Maw!& NfidwlPer
Fifa!Gaidis & AdelStar
ItIsit110& hind *ism
Vitoria Hicks & kreit Henri°,
Lay&dig&Keil Opp
ff!Im&Jolls
Rogers & Brim[birds
Wrciith koinford t; Skov Risliber7
lessaiiilintson& Devi Boyd
Snail Woodall & *sky Wide

305 South 12th
Murray KY • 753-7441
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Retirees chapter will meet

Health Express lists stop
IA.(
,,tnUt St •
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Garden Department of the Murray Woman's Club will meet
Thursday at I p.m. at the club house for a program on "Bird
Gardening.- Hostesses will be Pat Williams, Billie Hall, Deb
Devine and Pam Cartwright. A collection will be taken for the
Humane Society of Calloway County.
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Garden Department will meet

Purchase Area Chapter of Kentucky Public Retirees will
meet Thursday at 10:30 a.m. at Pizza Inn, 1001 Joe Clifton
Dr.. Paducah, for a combined meeting and luncheon. All retirees
of the Ballard, Calloway. Carlisle, Fulton, Hickman, Graves,
Marshall and McCracken County Retirement Systems and Kentucky Sate Police Retirement System are invited. For information call 1-270-898-7289 or 1-270-444-7335.
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Murray Shriners sponsor Bingo each Friday starting at 6:30
p.in at the Shrine Club facility, Ky. 121 North, Murray. Proceeds help support many local and shrine charitable activities.

-
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Reformers Unanimous to meet

Shriners sponsor Bingo

Photo provide
KINDERGARTEN REGISTRATION: The Murray Independent School District will host
r\indergarten registration, March 19 from 5 to 6:30 p.m at Murray Elementary School. Children
,0)0 will be bye on or before Oct. 1 2007 are eligible for registration. A current Kentucky phys.cai examination, Kentucky immunization certificate, eye exam from an optometrist or ophthal,,,oloyist and a copy of child's social secunty card and official birth certificate will be required
'ir registration Pictured are Murray Preschool students with teacher. Nancy Newsome,
',.. - olvirto a tour 01 MES with MES Ambassador, Madison Adams
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Glory Bound event Friday

Calloway County High School Volleyball team will have a
rebate night at Back Yard Burgers on Thursday from 4 p.m.
to close. Customers are asked to place their receipts in the
hot at the counter for the team.

By D.K. Kelley

LI

Health Express of Murray-Calloway County Hospital will
offer lipid profiles as well as blood pressure and pulse checks
on Thursday from 7 to 11:30 p.m. at First United Methodist
Church, Murray.

TOPS to meet Thursday
Thursday TOPS (take off pounds sensibly) Club will meet
Thursday at 5:15 p.m. in the annex of Calloway Public Library.
The meeting is open to the public. For information call Marge
Andrews at 753-7732.

Narcotics Anonymous will meet
Narcotics Anonymous will meet each Tuesday and Thursday
at 8 p.m. at 1628 West Main St.. Murray, next to St. John's
Episcopal Church. For information call 753-8419 or 1-877-4472004

Lighthouse Clothes Closet open
Clothes Closet at Lighthouse Missionary Baptist Church is
open every Thursday from 9 a.m. to 1 p.m. For more information call 437-4588.

Soccer tryouts scheduled
The Murray-Calloway County Soccer Association U9 Boys
elect team will hold tryouts today at 4 at Bee Creek. For more
information. call Roy Riley at 767-1175.

Red Cross team plans promotions

Team ARC., made up of Calloway County Red Cross volunteers and staff will have a rebate day at Asian Buffet
today
from 5 to 9.
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Lee and York

Watkins and Janow

Tonya Dean Lee and David Kennith York of Dexter will
exchange wedding vows on Saturday, March 10, 2007, at 3
p.m. at the Murray Woman's Club house, Vine Street, Murray.
All relatives and friends are invited.
The bride-elect is the mother of William Lee of Novi, Mich.,
and Cody Lee of Dexter. She is the daughter of Bobby and
• Willadene Walker of Kirksey.
The groom-elect is the father of Rhonda York Poston of
'Lexington. He is the son of the late Freelin York and Maudie
Adams, both of Marshall County.
Ms. Lee is employed as a rural mail carrier with the United States Post office at Dexter.
Mr. York owned and operated Shady Hill Auto Salvage for
several years. He is also a retired ironworker with I.,ocal #25
out of Michigan.

Red Cross Blood Drive
scheduled on Friday
By LARRY DOYLE
Blood Drives chairman
Blood supplies remain low.
especially 0 positive type.
Please take a few minutes off
"from your routine schedule and
stop by the Kroger store on
Saturday from 11 a.rti! `to l•
p.m. and donate a pint of blood.
Remember one pint can save
three lives, and your donation
will give someone anotlier
chance to live.
Our regional hospitals need
and request over 800 units of
blood each day from the
Regional Red Cross Center in
Nashville. Over 38,000 pints
of blood are used daily in the
United States. Please do all
you can to help maintain our
blood supply. Only blood voluntarily given may be used for
transfusions.
To be eligible to give blood,
donors must be healthy, at least
17 years old (there is no upper

/

Ora RegidieAl2d\
itidd co
Brooke Grace &
Brandon Riley
Kela Craig &
Trent Travis
Alycia Watkins &
Stephen Janow
Allison Carman &
Shane Mize
Holly Irvine iSc
Jeremy Bolls

politics

age limit), weigh at least 110
pounds, not have given blood
in the last 56 days and show
acceptable identification such as
drivers license or Red Cross
blood donor card. A health
review will be conducted by
the Red Cross staff to determine eligibility to give blood.
If diabetes or high blood pressure is under control, you are
eligible to donate.
Donor giveaway gifts will
be available for participants
and one does not have to be
present to win. Refreshments
will be served.
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Montgomery named to
the fall semester list
WOOSTER, Ohio — David
Montgomery has been named
to the dean's list for the fall
semester at The College of
Wooster.
Montgomery, a senior Spanish major from Murray. Ky..
achieved a grade point aver-

Applications for the two
scholarships fiar students of
Calloway County Farm Bureau
families must be delivered to
the Farm Bureau office at 1702
K. 121 North Bypass. Murray.
by Wednesday, Feb. 28. This

Hazel Church of Christ
Speaker: Bob Haley

The Center for Health &
Wellness will be offering several educational events during
the month of March, which
will be offered to members,
Murray-Calloway County Hospital employees, as well as the
general community.
There will be an educational session, "National Nutrition
Month 2007: 100 Percent Fad
Free," on Thursday, March 15
from noon to 12:30 p.m. at
the center classroom. Attend
this educational session, taught
by Registered Dietitian, Rebecca Wright, MS, RD, LD to
learn how to spot a food fad.
Participants will be able to
understand what healthful eating is and that eating healthy
can be fad free.
The
Miracle
Moments
Maternity Center will be offering Prepared Childbirth Classes at the Center for Health &
Wellness on Mondays. March
5, 12, and 19 from 7 to 9
p.m. in the classroom. Preregistration is required for all
classes. For more information,
to pre-register for the classes,
or to arrange for a personalized tour of the Miracle
Moments Maternity Unit, call
Elizabeth Khadem at 762-1940.
The Center for Diabetes
will hold Diabetes Self-Management Classes in March at
the center. The Diabetes SelfManagement Classes will be
on Tuesday and Wednesday,
March 6 and 7, and Tuesday
and Wednesday, March 20 and
21 from 8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
These classes are presented by
the Center for Diabetes and
help create awareness on the
latest diabetic treatments and

self-management techniques
available. For more information, or to sign up for the
classes, call 762-1806 or I800-822-1840, ext. 1806.
The center will be offering
free monthly - screenings on
Tuesday, March 20 from 8 a.m.
to 3 p.m. for vision/glaucoma
and osteoporosis heel scans
Those interested should call
the center
and set up an
appointment at 762-1348.
There will also be free blood
sugar screenings in recognition
of Diabetes Alen Day on Tuesday, March 27 from 8 a.m. to
noon at the center lobby. Stop
by on Diabetes Alert Day and
have your blood sugar checked.
No fast required!
Additionally, the center will
be having an educational course
in recognition of AARP Driver Safety Day on Tuesday,
March 27 from 9 a.m. to 2
p.m. at the center 4a.ssroom.
The AARP Driver Brifety Program is the nation's first and
largest classroom driver refresher course specially designed
for motorists age 50 or older.
The course helps drivers refine
existing skills and develop safe,
defensive driving techniques.
Pre-registration is required. The
cost is $2 for PrimeLife members, and $10 to non-members.
For more information or to
pre-register, contact the Center for Health & Wellness at
762-1FTT.
For more information on programs at the Center for Health
& Wellness, contact Allison
Lancaster, health promotions
coordinator at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital, at 762-1348.

GREETING
S
If you are a NEWCOMER

Air

-

to
Murray/Calloway County
Call BARBARA G. JACKSON
AT 753-8062 OR 293-4113

COMMUNITY GREETING SERVICE FOR

Is for graduates of Calloway
and Murray High Schools and
Eastwood Christian Academy.

"1
A SPECIAL WELCOME
We want to bring you gifts from many of our
business and professional people. It's their way of
saying,"We are glad you have moved to
Murray-Calloway County."
We have been welcoming NEWCOMERS
since 1946 almost 60 years!

Are You Tired Of Visiting
Weeks For A 3Day Rapala/
\1117
Ut5e ESurfS
Wrecker Service
d Receive
A
Discount

Treat"lent
We cater
.YOUI

i'Vith Us!

March 4th thru 7th
Sunday: 9:00 am & 9:50 am
Sunday Night: 7:30 pm
Monday-Wednesday: 7:00 pm
-A great movie! Every family in America should see it!"
Dan Recurs. NFL Coaching Great

FACING

• II-CAR Trained Facility
(Highest possible up-to-date trained technician, plus 17 years experience)

*100% Guaranteed Repairs Best Materials Used!
*Quick, Quality Work
(Delivery Day Promise Once Parts Are In The Shop)

'ANTS

*FREE Shuttle (City Limits)
*FREE Estimates
*Full Detail After Repair

With Go(l. All Thing. Are Possibli'
www.FacingTheGiants.com

19 Boys

YOU'RE INVITED TO A FACING THE GIANTS MOVIE EVENT

'or more

Memorial Baptist Church

oss vol
et toda)

age of 3.5 or above. He is a
graduate of Murray High
School.
Montgomery is the son of
Rev. David M. Montgomery and
Rev. Dr. Ann Marie Montgomery of Murray.

Applications due Wednesday

GOSPEL
MEETING

111 meet
Library .
II Marge

Thursday
John's
177-447-

Amy Denise and Troy Dwain McKinney of Murray announce
the engagement and approaching marriage of their daughter,
Alycia C. Watkins, to Stephen A. Janow, son of Teresa Cooper and Steve Janow of Murray.
The bride-elect is a 2005 graduate of Murray High School
and is attending West Kentucky Technical & Community College for nursing.
The groom-elect is a 2002 graduate of Calloway County
High School and is employed by Randy Thornton.
The wedding will be Saturday, April 14, 2007, at 4 p.m. at
Kentucky Dam Village State Park. Gilbertsville.
All relatives and friends are invited.

-The Store For Tin Ultimate Gift"
270-767-00T
400 Maui St • Mort-Sat 10-510

28, 200'• 7 A

Corner of 10th and Main
Friday, March 2nd, 2007
On the Big Screen: 7:00 9:I 5
FREE TO THE PUBLIC!
For more info call 753-3182
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OUTSTANDING SCHOLARS.
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seniors interviewed recently at Murray State
• .ttr - .4 ,Joring Academic Excellence Day for MSU's most
scholarships. the Presidential and the John W.
Pictured with Dr Randy Dunn (left), MSU
•!
,
ri!
Lyndsey Cleaver of Murray. Cleaver is a student
county High School and is the daughter of Tracy
Tarrirny Cleaver
r
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MSU photo/Sherry McClain

MSU photo/Sherry McClain

High school seniors interviewed recently at Murray State
University during Academic Excellence Day for MSU's most
prestigious scholarships, the Presidential and the John W.
Carr scholarships. Pictured with Dr. Randy Dunn (left), MSU
president, is William Pitman of Murray. Pitman is a student at
Murray High School and is the son of Michael Pitman and
Laura Pitman.

High school seniors interviewed recently at Murray State
University during Academic Excellence Day for MSU's most
prestigious scholarships, the Presidential and the John W.
Carr scholarships. Pictured with Dr. Randy Dunn (left), MSU
president, is Tucker Adams. Adams is a student Murray High
School and is the son of Cynthia Adams and Randal Adams
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MSU photo/Sherry McCiam
, I[citl school seniors interviewed recently at Murray State
.Thiyeryly during Academic Excellence Day for MStfs most
:-Jr,stirlioils scholarships. the Presidential and the John W.
• .arr scholarships Pictured with Dr Randy Dunn Iletti. MSU
,ire:Adent. is Shraddha Chakradhar of Murray Chakradhar is
•.• .•it,r1 ,it Murray High School and is the daughter of Kale
",":,rray and Pydikondala Chakradhar of

MSU photo,Sherry McClain
High school seniors interviewed recently at Murray State
University during Academic Excellence Day for MSU's most
prestigious scholarships. the Presidential and the John W.
Carr scholarships. Pictured with Dr. Randy Dunn (left), MSU
president. is David Adams of Murray. Adams is a student at
Calloway County High School and is the son of Pat Adams
and Bonnie Adams.

MSU photo/Sherry McCialn
High school seniors interviewed recently at Murray State

University during Academic Excellence Day for MSU's most
prestigious scholarships, the Presidential and the John W.
Carr scholarships. Pictured with Dr. Randy Dunn (left), MSU
president, is Alissa Thomason of Murray. Thomason is a student at Murray High School and is the daughter of David
Thomason and Marla Thomason.
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From Front
Coursey Jr. said. "People are
sometimes intimidated by the
voting machines."
Spearheaded by Lions Club
member Einar Jenstrom, people
at the local high schools and
governments as well as Murray
State's Student Government
Association have helped organize the event in hopes of making
it an annual hands-on lesson.
"When students turn 18, it is
important to get them started
with good voting habits. This
program is a way to introduce to
them how our voting system
works and how easy it is," SGA
President Scott Ellison said.
'Also, it gives the high schoolers insight into all the public
service roles there are in the
icCiain
State
most
in W.
MSU
High
ams.

ICCIair

State
most
in W
MSU
a stuDavid

community. Hopefully this pro- running also have secondary
gram can inspire them to want to jobs for those not elected. The
serve their community through following are the categories for
these roles."
MHS students and the other posStudents run for top positions sible positions:
and those not elected are
—City Clerk: Emily Yancey,
assigned to other positions. In Meagan Pember and Alex
reality, not all of the jobs are Horrobin (finance director and
elected but the Lions Club want- personnel director)
ed to allow plenty of students to
—Director of Planning and
participate and expose them to a Engineering: Blair Lane, Sarah
variety of government facets.
Hines and Amy Futrell (city
With 16 city positions avail- planner and building inspector)
able, the Murray High students
—Police Chief: Lauren
who aren't elected mayor will Oswalt, Whitley McCuiston and
instead earn one of three other Angelique Jones (fire chief and
roles: director of administration, fire marshal)
director of public works and
—Murray Electric System
street department superintend- General Manager: Zach Burton,
ent.
Jon Wilson and Katie Decillo
Likewise, all of the other (broadband superintendent and
positions for which students are customer service representative)

•Baby bottles ...
From Front
of things."
She said when the agency first decided to
undertake the large baby bottle project, students in
Calloway County High School home rooms tried
to see which room could collect the most change in
a two-week time period."Then one of the Murray
State University sororities gave the winning home
room a free pizza party," she said. "At that point
we saw other opportunities to use the oversized
bottles for fund-raising purposes."
She said the large bottles were somewhat of a
novelty at first and hard to come by."We even had
to go out of state to buy some of them," she said,
adding that the agency was constantly thinking of
new ways to promote itself.
She said they recently put small brown bags
into their newsletter and asked supporters to fill
them with things that a baby would need and then
return the bags to the office.
"Some of the brown bags will be special and
the bearer of those bags will win a prize. But they
have to come back to Life House full and overflowing with items to know if they are a winner."
she noted.
The agency saw nearly 900 clients last year
with 75 male visits to the center. Norvell noted that
it was encouraging to see the visits from men
wanting to learn more about how to be good
fathers.
Services at the center include: free pregnancy
tests; pregnancy and fetal development information; adoption information and referrals; maternity
clothes and baby supplies; abstinence programs inhouse and outside of the center; post-abortion support; church and community referral program; and
peer counseling.
For more information, visit www.lhouse.org.
The center is located at 602 Poplar Street across
from the Weaks Community Center.

Peyton Mastera, the city's (deputy clerk)
planning assistant who was
—Coroner:
Elizabeth
involved in student government Maness and Aron Clayton
activities both at Murray High (deputy coroner)
School and Murray State, said
—Animal Control Officer:
the event should give high Jessica Martin, Zach Smith and
schools perspective about what Mitchell Butler (animal shelter
local governments do for the director and animal shelter
residents.
assistant)
"It is important we try to inte—Jailer: Richard Eckert,
grate our future leaders of Lyndsey Cleaver and Sara
America so they can sec what Griggs (county attorney, deputy
kind of roles they might be play- county clerk)
ing in society," Mastera said. "I
—Sheriff: Nick Anderson,
know when I was in high school, Brennan Parker (deputy sheriff)
I didn't 'mow how city govern—Magistrate:
Jackie
ment operated. I think Senior Thomas, Chase Chadwick and
Student Government Day may Richard Barrett (magistrate and
help them gain some under- road supervisor)
standing."
The student will shadow the
The CCHS student not elect- people in the positions to which
ed to the county's top post will they are elected on March 9.
serve as treasurer, circuit court
The students will spend a
clerk and deputy circuit court couple of hours in city and
clerk. The other offices are:
county government before
—Property
Valuation returning in time for a lunch the
Administrator: Ashley Jackson Lions Club is sponsoring at
and Jessica Lents (deputy PVA
12:30 p.m. at Murray State's
—County Clerk: Heather Curris Center.
Collins and Whitney Wicker
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CLEANING, SANDING OR INSTALLING FLOORING?
WE HAVE THE TOOLS YOU NEED.

Photo provided

Pictured above is Walter Mehr, owner of
Walter's Pharmacy. This is not the first time
Mehr has allowed Life House to place a bottle at his business, according to Carmeleta
Norvell, executive director of the Life House
Care Center.

"Serving you
since 1955 with
quality products
and service you
deserve."

BAPTIST CHURCH
OF MURRAY

Welcomes New Pastor

Andy Harrell!
Murray native Andy Harrell has
returned to his hometown to serve as
the pastor of Eastwood Baptist
Church. A Murray High School graduate, Pastor Harrell earned his
Bachelor of Science in Pastoral
Theology from Hyles Anderson
College. From 1983 to 1987, he
served as the youth pastor at
Eastwood Baptist Church, In 1988,
he moved to Santa Clara, California,
to serve at North Valley Baptist
Church. While at North Valley, he
served as an associate pastor, outreach director, Christian education
director and missions director. He also worked as chaplain with the
Santa Clara Police Department for seven years. In 1996, Golden State
Baptist College was started as a ministry of North Valley Baptist
Church. Pastor Harrell served as the Executive Vice President for
seven years, and for the past four years was the President of the college. Pastor Harrell, his wife Bonnie, and the members of the church
would like to extend an invitation to the community to join them for
worship at Eastwood Baptist Church.

Get a U.S. Bank Home Equity Loan today.
• No closing costs
• No points
• No fees
• Low Rates with Five Star Service Guaranteed
How many stars does your bank have?

SUNDAY SERVICES
SUNDAY SCHOOL - 10:00 AM
MORNING SEM= - I 1-1:10 AM
EVENING SERVICE - 6:00 PM
WEDNESDAY SERVICE
MIDWEEK SERv10E - 7:00 PM

Nursery & Transportation Provided

2191 State Route 94E
Murray

usbank.com I 888-444-BANK (2265)
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Kentucky parks
offer adventures
KentUk.k)

State Parks is not doing
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adventures will receive a $50
Unbridled Spirit gift card.
Do all tour aull receive
S1(10
The adventures will be
offered at six of the State
Parks across Kentucky: Barren River, Blue Licks, Battlefield. Carter Caves, C'urnherland Falls, Greenbo Lake
and Natural Bridge.
There will be a fee for
each excursion and spots will
be limited
Kentucky State Park naturalist Cary Tichenor says the
programs were developed,
and because visitors were
seeking more challenging
experiences in the park environment
"Most of the visitors,
however, lacked the skills
and equipment necessary to
participate." he said.
State Parks has taken care
of that by providing instruction, equipment and experienced guides
Tichenor doesn't see the
programs as a big money
maker for the Parks, at least
in the beginning
- 11w monetary impact will
not he significant in the
shun tertn. he pointed out.
But hopefully it will create a
greater appreciation of the
natural resources
This will
make them want to return
for future visits and hopefully pass this expenence on to
their children and grandchil(iren "
Surprisingly. •Fichenor sees
the matonty of the participants being between the ages
,,t 411 and 641 with most
being from Kentucky
Ohio,
West Virginia and Indiana
visitors are also expected to
he big users of the program.

Below are the six Kentucky State Parks and the schedule of

IWO-

Tarn', ()Herr

Barren River State Resort Park
;... ,*duici Cave Days - March

31
, Mammoth Cave National Park - March 10
:may Hike Mammoth Cave - March 24
reen River Overnight Canoe Trip - September 29 and October 6

'The Kentucky History
Adventure features a senes
of questions and riddles that
can be answered on day
trips or overnight stays
across the state.
-The Adventure Series has
something for everyone,"
Parks Commissioner Miller
says. "Whether it's canoeing
down a stream or researching
pioneer history."
For more information,
contact names and phone
numbers, call 1 -800-255-parks
or visit www.parks.ky.gov
and click on the "Backcountry Adventure Series" link.
Gary P West can be
reached at westi488@bellsouth.net or visit his websar
at 14.ww.garypwest.com

GREG TRAVIS/Ledger 8 Times
KICKING OFF DR. SEUSS WEEK: Murray Mayor Tom Rushing, lett, and "Huey" join Murray

Elementary School Principal Janet Caldwell Tuesday morning on the school's in-house cable
channel to kick off Dr. Seuss Week. The mayor read the Readers' Oath which encourages students to read "each day and each night." Numerous activities are planned at schools in the city
and county throughout the week for the annual celebration.
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Bluelicks Battlefield State Resort Park
i'long River ch,a,rcioht Canoe Trip-Apnl 21. June 16 July 21 and
september 22

has

1

Carter Caves State Resort Park
Tygarts Creek Regretta March 31 and Apnl 14
Bar Cave Extreme June 2 and July 14
C s Fall Trek September 29

Cumberland Falls State Resort Park
Backpacking 101 at Cumberland Falls - February 17 and March 12
Cumberland River Overnight Canoe Trip March 3 and October 6
BackpackingCanoe 2-night Combo - March 16
Hiking the Cumberland s February 3 April 7, May 5, June 2, and
November 3

Greenbo Lake State Resort Park
Michael Tygart Trail Day Hike April 21
Claylick Loop Trail Day Hike April 7
Carpenter s Run Trail Day Hike - February 24
Beginners backpacking - March 10-11 Sept 29-30, Oct 13-14.
and Nov '0-11

Beginner Backpacking - March 3, 10 17. 24 September 22, 29.
November 10-12, and 17
Exploring Arch Country - February 9-10, June 9, July 14 August
11 and December 1

SIGNS OF SPRING?

SAVE $200

SAVE $100

Natural Bridge State Resort Park

FREE
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It S not quite spnng yet, but sunshine and much-warmer

weather the past few days prompted these eager buttercups
to sprout alongside Ky 280 The flowers are known to lump
the gun on spnng when unseasonably warm weather moves
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McCracken County man
remembers flood of 1937

& limes
Murray
a cable
les Stuthe city

7„

AP
A statue of Abraham Uncoin sds protected by plywood while David Undsey of MAC
Construction & Excavating saws a tree into smaller logs on Monday as work begins on the renovation of the square in Hodgenville, Ky. The nearly $1 million overhaul aims to improve traffic flow for the large number of visitors expected for the Abraham Lincoln bicentennial birthday
celebration next February. LaRue County is known as the birthplace of Abraham Lincoln.

By BERRY CRAIG
For The Associated Press
PADUCAH, Ky. (AP) When the Ohio River flooded
Paducah in 1937, most people
fled by boat.
Paul E. Moore got away by
train on tracks covered in places
by more than 4 feet of cold.
muddy water. "At one point, the
train lurched, and women started
screaming," he said. "My dad
(Paul L. Moore) told me later
that there was a tree that had
fallen and the train knocked it
out of the way. To us kids, it was
a big adventure."
Moore was 8 years old when
the Ohio spilled over its banks
with a vengeance in early 1937.
"The Ohio Valley Flood ...
was the greatest natural disaster
in the history of the U.S.," a
state historical marker in
Paducah says. "Over 90 percent
of the city was inundated,
27,000 people were evacuated
exceeded
and
damage
$22,000,000."
The flood reached its height
in Paducah on Feb. 2, according
to the marker. Moore, 77, can't
remember the date of his fateful
train trip. It evidently went unreported in the Paducah SunDemocrat, which was forced to
publish in Mayfield during the
flood.
Moore and his family lived
almost a mile from the river.
"When the water started rising.
we moved what we could

upstairs and planned to ride it
out there."
But the water kept coming,
"so fast you could actually see it
rising," he added. "The water
was a good 8 feet deep in the
house when we left in a boat."
Their destination was the
roundhouse at the Illinois
Central Railroad repair shops,
about a quarter-mile away. "My
dad was a railroad man, and he
was already there," Moore said.
"Two men came for us in a
wooden rowboat the carpenters
built at the shops."
Moore, his brother, sister and
mother got into the boat through
a stair-landing window. "My
mother was scared to death of
water. The men had to tug her
out of the window...
The boatmen rowed the
refugees to the roundhouse
where the whole Moore family
joined others in the cab of a
steam-powered locomotive. The
old iron horse chugged away but
soon stopped.
Clarence Osbourne. a janitoc
who worked for the railroad,
climbed down into the water "to
make sure the switch was in the
right position," Moore said.
"The water was almost up to his
waist, so he had to feel for the
switch. When he got back in the
cab, which was warm from the
firebox. steam came off his wet
breeches."
The locomotive reached dry
tracks at the Paducah passenger

depot, where it was coupled to
four or five passenger cars,
Moore said. "We got in the first
car next to the engine. All the
cars were full of people, most of
them railroad people."
The train headed south, slicing a wake through dirty, debrisstrewn backwater from Island
Creek, a small stream that empties into the Ohio."Water started
sloshing up into the vestibule of
the car but it didn't get into the
car," Moore said.
Eventually, the train escaped
the floodwater and sped to
Mayfield. where it halted at the
depot. Moore's father and sister
foraged for food. "They got us
all ham sandwiches on buns..
Moore said. 'To this day, I can
taste that sandwich."
The Moores stayed with relatives near Fulton for about four
months. They came home to
find their house ruined beyond
repair.
Paul L. Moore, who had lost
his left leg in a railroad accident
when he was 18, tried to comfort
his family. He pointed to the
piano, which was too heavy to
have been moved upstairs. It
appeared to have survived the
high water.
"Dad said. 'At least the old
piano made it' and he brought
his hand down on top of it,"
Moore said. "When he did, the
piano collapsed. The water had
dissolved all the glue."

Education, information offered through Red Cross about pandemic flu
Special to the Ledger
Many people are concerned about
what will happen if an actual flu pandemic occurs. Understanding what a flu
pandemic is and what you may expect
during a flu pandemic can help bring
peace of mind to your employees and
give them the confidence they need to
make infenned- decisions- to lessen the
impact of a flu pandemic on their lives.
Public education about pandemic flu
has been identified as a key role of the

American Red Cross. A free Webcast
entitled "Are You Prepared for the
Pandemic Flu" is available at:
https://eventon24.cotn/eventRegistrati
on/EventLobbyServlet?target=registration.jsp&ev entid=35798&sessionid=l&key=DIC6A4DFAAC8DCB21B
7C515D49D791D7&sourcepage=register,
The seminar is appropriate for workplaces, communities and families to
help individuals prepare for a pandemic

flu event. It Includes the following
information:
—What to expect during a flu pandemic.
—The similarities and differences
between seasonal flu and pandemic flu.
—How the influenza virus spreads.
—Steps to help prevent the spread of
seasonal and pandemic flu.
.
—How to prepare for a flu pandemic.
Additionally, the Calloway County

Chapter of me American Red Cross is
offering a free one-hour presentation
Red Cross
entitled "American
Pandemic Flu — Are You Prepared?"
This one-hour presentation is appropriate for workplaces, communities and
families to prepare individuals for a
pandemic flu event.
The chapter will be happy to come
to your group or organization to present
this important and informative presentation.

American Red Cross pandemic flu
information and resources are now
available online to the general public on
at
RedCross.org
http://www.redcross.org/news/ds/panflu/index.html.
For more information on this presentation or other classes the chapter
offers, contact the chapter at 753-1421
or by e-mail at callowayredcrossOmurray-ky.net.

Richard Crouch, M.D.
Certified by The American Board ofFamily Medicine

and
Jennifer Rogers, ARNP
Certified Family Nurse Practitioner

announce the association of
Lillian Gierhart, ARNP
Certlied Family Nurse Practitioner

Twin

$399
909

AMERICA'S
MATTRESS
SNOPP1116 CENTER
(Behind Sirloin Stockade)
(270)761-MS(”17)

"Because We's Just Too Shod To Live With A Dip!"
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I Murrai, Calloway Inunty Hoepital is currently
taking bids for vanous pnnted material
Interested parUes ahould contact
Pam Williams at 270-762-112A
before March 21, 2007
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FOR ONL
175.00 PER
MONTH
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on SaturdaY. March 3, 2007 at 900am. Hooka
contents of l'nit #24 for past due rent
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information, contact Tim Falwell at Hoot,' Mini

Stomp 270-763-9274
Rmopeitfull, auto-noted
MAX gr PARKER
Master I

Experienced
Brick Masons
and Laborers
Call 293-2520
Daytime
and 753-7382
between
5-6 p.m.
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,
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'mud I 'marl

Check out the (...i0b3st.tiucis at
WWW.murrayledgetcom
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BRITTHAVEN
Benton is currently
accepting applications
for the following posiFull-time LPN
trons
We offer competitive
wages and an excellent
benefit package Must
be licensed in the State
of Kentucky Apply in
person at Bntthaven of
Benton 2607 Main
Street Hwy 6.41 S
Benton. KY 42025
E0E./AAE NO PHONE
CALLS PLEASE
COL clovers& laborers.
759-0501 or 753-1537
Parents
Needed 835/day to
help a child in need
with excellent looter
parent support, 24
how MSS intervention,
and weekly in home
support Call NECCO
II 866-306-3226 or
270-99e-1293

Foster

Mini Storage 4514 St RI 121 North. will well the

L114%14%4

This 1 '5th las .1 Fehtvan Zoo-

I •11,,III•• I

HELP WANTED

at 12% per annum from the date of sale until paid and fully due and payable in

INA 14'

Seeking a person for the Termite
Technician and Secretary. Experience
in pest control industry a plus but not
required. Applicant needs to be energetic, outgoing, and at least 18 years of
age. There are competitive wages, benefits, and insurance.

to all previously conveyed easements arid rights tif way

f

"Lot

Termite & Pest Control

Apply in person at
1604 State Route 121 North, Murray.

1142. Card 746. to the point of beginning

.1...;1drepo. 1,ems;

SERVALL

weddings/seniors
Since 1989

270-753-1001

No phone calls please.
Director of Clinic Operations
Expenenced manager needed to help supervise (4) clinic locations of large, multi-specialty
physician group who has a clear vision for the
future and a commitment to success The successful candidate must have demonstrated
leadership abifity and exceptional organizational, operational and human resource skills,
knowledge of current compliance issues, reimbursement systems, medical office procedures
and policies and be PC literate in Windows
environment The successful, self motivated
candidate will have proven ability to VICidt effectively with physicians, employees and other
professionals and will possess at least 3 years
of progressive operational leadership preferably in a multi-specialty medical practice
Excellent salary and benefits Send resume
with cover letter stating salary requirements to
CEO. Internal Medicine Group, 225 Medical
Center Drive, Ste 201, Paducah, KY 42003

The Angels Community Clinic Is now
accepting resumes for the Executive
Director position. Interested applicants

should send or bring a resume to 1005
Poplar Street. This is a part-time position
for a registered nurse or candidate with
training.
equal experience and
Applicants will possess good people
skills, flexibility, and current medical
knowledge. Questions regarding the
position will be addressed on Mondays
and Wednesdays from 8:30AM to 4PM
by Summer Cross. She may be reached
at 759-7773 on these days.

Times
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Riverwood Resident Manager for the
developmentally disabled has an opening
for a live-in resident manager. Riverwood
is located in Paducah, KY. Must be at least
21 years of age, have experience in developmental disabilities area. Excellent fringe
benefits. Please forward resume to Mr.
Terry Hudspeth, Chief Operations Officer,
Four Rivers Behavioral Health, 425
Broadway, Paducah, KY 42001. Open
until filled. EOE

LOCALLY owned serv
station looking for a
self motivated, energetic and service oriented individual to fill a
P/T position Apply in
person at 516 S 12th,
No phone
Murray
calls, please

lee

i\

Computer Operator/Data Specialist for a
growing small business. Potential advancement to department supervisor. Utilize specialized software to manipulate database
files and process customer jobs. Experience
with Databases & Spreadsheets required.
Visual Basic and/or C++ programming
experience helpful. Benefits included. Send
resume and letter of application to
Automated Direct Mail, 1410 N. 12th St.
Suite G. Murray, KY 42071.

PART-TIME director
for 16-voice adult
choir. Send resume,
inqutnes to Rev.
Aaron Dowdy, 1st
UMC, Clinton, Ky.
42031, or e-mail
tumcoffice0mygalaxyexpress.com.
Dnvers - CDLA
\ I IIII I
St 1111 l' I I "

Pond
WILLOW
(Aurora) now taking
applications for the
season
2007
Interested candidates
may apply ThursdaySunday 4PM-8PM Al!
positions No phone
calls. please

CHILDCARE in my
home Any age. all
shifts. Walking distance to Murray State,
761-2009 978-2007
CLEANING houses is
my business. Call
Linda H. 759-9553

SERVICE TECH NEEDED
Must have experience in either HVAC,
RV, Marine, or Appliance repair. Starting
pay approximately $12 per hour. Contact
270-354-9239 for more information.
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Dr,ver
THE BEST HOME FOR
OWNER OPERATORS
78 Years of 0/0 Only
•Avg Si 77 gross'
loaded mole
•Avg

over $ 28 cprn

on fuel

Trailers
Available 6 months
exp
OTR
required

•Flatbed

Not an Owner
Operator yet?
Call us about our
$O DOWN LEASE
PURCHASE
CAST MALONE
866-713-2778
*vow rnalonecontractors corn
DAYS Inn Now hiring
housekeepers. Apply in
person 8:00 am.- 3:00
p.m. 517 S. 12th
Street.
Printer
DIGITAL
Operator needed for
2nd shift with a growing
small business. 30
hours per week to start
with expected increase
to 40 hours per week.
This is a full-time position with benefits. 4PM10PM Monday through
some
with
Friday
weekends. Computer
experience required.
Send resume and letter
to
application
of
Automated Direct Mail,
1410 North 12th St.,
Suite G, Murray, KY
42071.
DIRECTOR of the
Psychological
Center, Department of
Psychology, Murray
State University. Fulltime, 12 month position to begin July
2007. Qualifications:
Ph.D. or Psy.D.in
Clinical Psychology
from an APA accredited program and eligibility for Kentucky
state licensure are
required. Broad clinical skills and ability to
supervise both adult
and child therapy and
assessment are
required.
Responsibilities
Manage day-to-day
operations of the
Psychological Center,
provide clinical supervision of practicum students. conduct weekly
case conference, provide on-call coverage
including one evening
weekly, budget mars+
agement. policy development, evaluation of
services and programs, and supervision of Center personnel Application
Deadline March 16,
2007 To Apply
Send letter of application, vita, official transcnpts and three letters of recommendation to: Director of
Psychological Center
Search Committee.
Department of
Psychology. 212 Wells
He*, Mtmey State
University, Murray. KY
42071 Women and
minorities are encouraged to apply Murray
State University is an
equal education and
employment opportunity. WF/D, AA employer

MOBILE Insurance
Examiner, must have
blood drawing expenonce Gall 800-4560403. P0. Box 2481
Evansville, Indiana
47728

Pre-Pas, Plus, No NYC or

DISCLAIMER
When accessing the
"help wanted" section
on ow' classifieds
webpage at
morrayledgercorri.
you will be redirected
to yobnetwork.com
By default,
Murray and local yob
listings will appear on
this website
However, as a national
website. no( all listings
on the yobnetwork.com
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Times, Please call
us if you have any
questions regarding
the Murray area
yob listings Thank you
DO you love working
with kids?
Wee Care Enterprises
may be lust the place
for you!
Apply at:
Martial Arts America
1413 Olive Blvd.
Murray, KY 42071
(270)753-6111
DRIVERS: A steady
lifestyle! Top pay, great
benefits! No experience? No problem!
Werner Enterpnses
800-346-2818 ext. 150.
FULL-TIME position
available for LPN, CMA
or Medical ! Assistant
with clinical experience
in a fast pace family
setting.
practice
Monday-Thursday with
occasional Saturdays.
package.
Benefits
Apply by resume only
with references to:
Richard H. Crouch.
M.D., 300 South 8th
Street 301E, Murray,
KY 42071
GROWING Dental
practice seeks
Business Assistant.
Ideal candidates will
have a great personality and be a quick
learner. Insurance
knowledge a must.
Dental expenenced
personnel encouraged
to apply Background
check required. Fax
resume to:
(270)753-1637

Beltone Hearing
Service
seeks highly
motivated individual
for local office
Great
communication
skills, strong work
ethic and
professional
appearance a must.
Will train. Salary
plus commission.
Protected territory.

Send resume to
P.O. Box 2426
Paducah, K1 42001
IRVIN Cobb Resort is
now looking for Partcabin-cleaning
time
•
help Looking for
a responsible, motivated individual to clean
cabins and prepare
them for
arriving guests Must
be available on weekExperience
ends
helpful, but not
necessary Please call
Susan at 270-436-5811
to arrange interview.
LABORER wanted for
constructicxi work Call
978-0534

FLOWER shop inven
&
fixtures
tory
Everything from silks to
walk-in cooler Serious
inquiries call
270-293-9294
120
Compilers

Affillsoces
dishwasher
BLACK
$100. Black/white cook
stove, $150. Both in
great shape. 436-2878

Canada, Optional NE
•Min Age 22

yr CYTR

•Nu Hannat Required
Extx•Ilent Sign-on Bonus
for company diners & WO"

New Pay Padnile.
.90 clan fuel

0/0's •

I

060

060

JET 3 Ultra power
chair. Almost new' We
also have other mobility power chairs and
scooters in stock at
reasonable pnces
$400 to $2,000
(270)753-7113
MINOLTA DI 200 digital copier with document feeder, just over
100k copies 3 years
old $75000
753-9240
NEW double carport,
$695. Free installation.
Call 270-804-3806 for
appointment

Greet Student Oppartaititall

Ask About $3,9110
nation Pay!!

LINTIFF,

Wednesday, February 28, 2007 •

MDM COMPUTERS
A+ Certified Technician
Service/ repairs
759.3556
140
lo Buy

-NI -54N14 ti Still_jIlt -(
RANDY Thornton Co.,
Inc established in 1937
seeking Service
Technicians.
Minimum 3 years
experience in commercial & residential
HVAC. Tools required.
Excellent salary, benefits and retirement
package. Send
resume to 802
Chestnut
St. Murray, KY 42071.
REWARDING Career
Opportunity
Professional sales
position with excellent
income potential for a
self-motivated, hardworking team player
Excellent tnnge benefits Complete training
provided. Bnng
resume to: Fleming
Furniture. 3060 Hwy.
641N., Murray, KY
42071.
SALES AND
MARKETING
DIRECTOR
Marketing degree preferred, must be knowledgeable in golf,
Microsoft Word,
Powerpoint, Excel and
intemet. Salary negotiable based on technical education and 101)
experience. Fax
resume to: (731)6441386 or call (731)7070539 for lob interview

Sales Manager
Field TrainerTrainee
for our W.
Kentucky Region
Must be a leader
who can
communicate well
with others.
Excellent
compensation plan
For confidenhal
interview, call
Mason at
1-618-789-1805
SERVERS and kitchen
Cypress
for
help
Spnngs Resort Call for
appointment
270-436-5496
SPORTSMAN'S
ANCHOR RESORT
8 MARINA
Now Hiring For The
2007 Season!
Housekeeping
Dock Hands
Store Clerks
Bost Mechanic
Repair Shop Clerk
Various part time
positions, great for
Retirees/Firefighters
Beginning March 12
Applications now being
accepted.
Sportsman s Anchor
Resort & Marina
U.S. Highway 68E,
Benton, KY 42025
Please Call For
Appointment: 270-354E588
TEMPORARY receptionist needed for busy
doctor's office Medical
office knowledge helpful Must be high energy, extremely self confident arid a great multitasker, since this position is comprised of
many lobs Position
may or may not
become permanent
Send resume to PO
Box 1040-0. Murray,
KY 42071

ANTIQUES, Call Larry
753-3633
BEAUTIFUL
wooded/open land to
build our retirement
home. 10t acres near
Murray & Kentucky
Lake area: Would consider land with manufactured home
812-319-9454
Bomber or
BOAT
Dynatrack. Will pay full
price. 227-1718

Buying U.S. silver
& gold coins.
All mint sets,
proof sets, and
other old coins.

293-6999
CASH paid for
good, used guns.
Benson Sporting
Goods. 519 S. 12th.
Murray.
GOOD used refngerators, electric ranges,
gas heaters, air condibaseboard
tioners,
heaters. Used carpeting. 753-4109
JUNK cars 8 trucks
Call Larry 753-3633
WANTED
Junk cars, trucks and
tractors 436-5235
WASTE oil wanted:
Will pick up.
Drum exchange_
Miller D. Farms LLC
(270)436-2215
150
Articles
For Sae
15" saddle Six months
old, $375
270-227-9827
92 Cougar, V-8, tact?,
sun-roof, new transmission. NC, tires,
loaded $2,575 080
Washer 753-4109
prom
CINDERELLA
dresses. 1 size 4 yellow, 1 size 8 blue. $150
each. 270-492-8614
CINGULAR cell
phones
Direct TV & Dish
Network Satellite TV.
Local people, cornpetitve prices. Wood
Electronics Court
Square
Murray 753-0530
ENCLOSED trailer,
7x14, ramp door
$3,750 753-1816
FREE
DISH Network 4-room
system
Satellite
America's Top 60 chanonly
for
nels
$19 99/mo Get your
HBO.
of
choice
Cinemax, Starz. or
Showtime FREE for 3
months FREE OVA or
HD upgrade Beasley
Antenna & Satellite
759-0901
HD Televisions
Come by Olympic
Plaza. Murray to see
our large selection of
Televisions
HD
Plasma. LCD, DLP &
by
Brands
CFiTs
Toshiba, Sony, LG.
Zenith. & JVC We also
have a large selection
of entertainment centers 8 TV carts
BpasIffy TV 75q 040'

Callov,,iy County
ictonal History 8.
Family History
Books
759-4938
753-2350

LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIANCES
WARD-ELKINS
On the Squori

(270) 753-1713
160
Hone Furnishings
4 Oak bar stoolsernal
chest of drawers,
antique walnut radio
cabinet, 2 antique
walnut end tables
293-8475
Antiques
ANTIQUE bed for sale
$650. 270-227-9827
190
Form EsuiPland
80 KW generator.
Waukesha engine
LPG $6,450
270-293-6739
tractor
KUBOTA
M5400 54HP 2WD,
480 hours, 6' Woods
HD mower. Asking
$18,000.
270-436-2225
270

Slot* Homes For Sas
1995 16x80 3BR 2BA.
moved
be
Must
$16,000. 753-5998
2 brand new mobile
homes on lots, movein ready, Almo area.
(1) 60x28 ft. doubiewide,(1) 76x16 singlewide. Call
(270) 293-5914
26R on 1/2 acre
fenced in lot. 3-1/2
town.
from
miles
$11,500. 753-6012
AWESOME 4BR, 2BA
Doublewide with island
in kitchen & deluxe
appliance package!!
731-584-4926
3BR,
BEAUTIFUL
28A with fireplace,
walnut cabinets & black
appliances!!! Call 731an
for
584-9430
appointment'
WOW!3BR, 2BA with
huge great room &
wrap around porch!!!
Must see!!! 731-5849109

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments

1 & 2 bdr apts No pets
Leave a message. 270753-1970
1 OR 2br apts near
Murray
downtown
starting at $200/mo
753-4109
1BR near MSU, other
locations available.
appliances. Coleman
RE 753-9898
2BR apartments available Great location. 1
year lease. 1 month
deposit, no pets. 7532905
2BR duplex. nice,
C/H/A, appliances furnished. Various locations. Coleman RE
753-9898
2BR duplex. 1302-A
$400
Valleywood.
month. 759-9920 or
293-1446
2BR near MSU, C/H/A.
appliances Coleman
RE 753-9898
DUPLEX 2-BR unfurnished. redecorated,
city schools kitchen
appliances. A/C. WID
hook-up, annual lease
$425.00 (954)3451495
HAZEL Apartments
Now taking applications for 1 & 2br units.
Rent based on income
Mobility
impairment
Phone
accessible
A,
Mon
492-8721
Thurs
10-12am. TDD No
1-000-648-6056. Equal
Housing Opportunity

,

,

270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833- Ext. 283
Two Bedroom Apartments
Central Heat and Air
Accepting Applications

One and

Office Hours 8 a.m. - 12 p.m.
1 p.m. to 4 p.m.

Times

5011

430

1505 Diuguid Drive • Murray, KY 42071

Used Trucks
89 Dodge Dakota,
$1.200 227-5410

for real estate which is
in violation of the law
Our readers are hereby
all
that
informed
dwellings advertised in
this newspaper are
available on an equal
opportunity basis'

1980 Ford

Custom

F150. Automatic, 302
V6. 88,000 miles, runs
great, $1,650
270-226-9081
52
& Meters

Haps*&b

LW

One and two bedroom apartments available.
All appliances furnished. Water, sewer, trash.
and cable TV included in rent. Security
deposit required. One year lease. NO PETS!

to 300 acres West
Owner
Calloway
financing
489-2116
leave message

1411. Polar Kraft 28 HT-.
Manner, trolling motor,
depth finder, jackets,
$950.
Pistol, 40 cal.. Glock,
new, $370. 492-6399

Psi al Wrack. tool

270-767-9111
www.murraykyapartments.com
Mid-West's Largest Ino,mr Boat EXPO
320
Aprarierits For Rent

360

LIKE new, 1BR apt, al
appliances, Brooklyn
Dr. 270-435-4382 or
leave message

Paducah, Kentucky • March 2, 3,4
Expo Center beside the Executive Inn
Fri.: 4-9 • Sat.: 10-8 • Sun.: 11-4
AB types of boats from 10' to 38'
For details, call 12701362-8343

G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119 E. Main
(270) 753-6266
Cell:(270) 293-4183
9 a.m. - 4 p.m. M-F

LIVE Oak Apts.
Newly Remodeled
1BR $290.00
2BR 4340.00
38R $425.00
$100 deposit special
for qualified applicants.
Office hours 8-2
Mon-Fn
Call today for appointment

J&L RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
Now renting
laxated at 720 S. 4t6 St.

753-8221

270-436-5496
270-293-6906

NOW LEASING
1, 2 & 3bedroom Apts.
We accept Section
8 vouchers.
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts.
902 Northwood Dr
Monday.
Wednesday, Fnday.
Phone 759-4984.
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD #1-800-648-6056

PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
*Inside climate control
storage
•Security alarmed
.Safe & clean
.We sell boxes!
-We rent U-Hauls
753-9600

Stubblefield
Storage
97 Crossland Rd

RED OAKS APTS.
Special
$100 Deposit
1BR $325
2BR $375
Call Today!
753-8668

35 Acres w' 1/2 mile of
rd front, on the corner
of hwy 80 & 1346.87
miles from 641 & 4
miles from Kenlake.
Call 753-1323 ext. 120
for details.
I have buyers for hunting land
Call Larry Newton
Campbell Realty
(270)978-1172
460
Homes For Saki
38R only $341 month,
5% down, 20 years at
80/. APR For listings
800-560-1951 Ext
BRICK 1-1/2 story
home, 3br, 2-1/2 bath,
2,543 sq. ft. on 1 acre
lot. $145.900. 7593870

Need to sell
your house?
Call us we will be
glad to help.
Murray I edger & Flows

NEON BEACH
MINI-STORAGE
'All Size Units
Available
'Now Have
Climate Control

753-3853
UNFURNISHED 1 -BR,
close to campus, ideal
for one person, no
pets, available January
3rd 753-5980
340

Houses For Rent
2BR 1BA Lease &
required
deposit
Kitchen
$450/mo.
appliances included.
753Available 3/1
4663

Mobile Home Lots For Rent
$110 per month Newe
homes only 492-8488
320
*Merits For.

''

1270)753-1916

2BR house, lease &
deposit required
270-753-4109
2BR lake front property
with deep water dock
$750 month 759-9046,
436-5258
2BR, stove refrigerator,
dishwasher.
washer/dryer hook-up,
C/H/A. $550 month, 1
year lease, 1 month
deposit. No pets
753-2259 or 527-8174
3BR foreclosure. Buy
for only $19,765. For
listings 800-560-1951
ext. S021
38R only $341 month,
5% down. 20 years at
8% APR. For listings
800-560-1951 Ext
S891
501 South 6th St.
Three bedroom, living,
dining, kitchen with
stove.
dishwasher,
w/c1
refrigerator.
hookups, bonus room
screened porch, pocket
fence. 761-1317

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668

NOW OPEN:
\II\I \WI< \ 1 .I

Hwy. 121N across fassa
National Guard Armory

270-7111-511•1
MURRAY Store and
Lock presently has
units available
753-2905 or 753-7536

270-753-1916

BUILDING For Sale
2297 State Route 94
East. 1-1/2 miles from
2,588
downtown.
square feet. .803 acre
lot. Formerly Red Oaks
Bridles to Britches. Call
753-5856, cell 2937127

FSBO
4 BR, 2.5 Bath
1553 Oxford Dr
293-4183 759-1506

I ‘111E131ATI:.
I )FHT RELIEF
\ \ 0111`iii.t.' or take °ye!
.,or payment...

Commerical Prsis. For Rent

Call 761-4558,
ask for Kristin.

OFFICE or retail space
available. Prime location. 753-2905.
293-1480
380
Pets & Supplies
DOG Obedience
436-2858
PURE Bred Blonde
Labs 6 weeks old,
beautiful, 1 male. 4
females left $150
759-8436
390
Lhestock & Supplies
HORSE-QUALITY
Bermuda grass square
bales 731-514-3632
WANTED. Would like
to rent pasture for
livestock,
(270)293-5215

READY to move in..,
new construction
under $200.000, 3 bdr.
2 bath, covered front
porch, great neighborhood. We have other
properties also, call
today 293-0139
470
&ATV's
Beach
DAYTONA
Week.
Bike
condo
Oceanfront
available March 2-6 (4
days), 2-9 (7 days), or
2-11 (9 days). Robert
Overby, bus.: 7534092. cell: 293-9092
Polaris
2005
Sportsman 500. Very
low miles, excellent
condition. 293-3361

430

1%1

Dui NI s

1{1

‘11
\
%H.
II ash

or

761-110‘11
1.4663
Al Real Estate advertised in the newspaper
is subject to the
Federal Fair Housing
Act of 1968, as amended. which makes it illegal to advertise any
preference, limitation,
or discnmination based
on race, color, religion,
sex, or national origin,
or an intention to make
any such preference,
limrtation, or discnmonation This newspaper
will not knowingly
accept any advertising

1.&M
LAWN SERVICE
Leaf mult hang
removal, shrub
& tree trimming
Satisfaction guaranteed

Call 753-1816
or 227-0611
1 Stop Construction,
New homes, add-ons.
remodeling & all electncal needs. Licensed &
insured. 978-2758
YOUR AD
COULD BE
HERE FOR
ONLY $75.00
A MONTH
CALL 753-1916
436-2867 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service. Complete tree
removal. etc. Insured,
436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling. Clean
out garages, gutters,
junk & tree work.

FSBO: Private, secluded fenced
3BR 2BA brick country home.
7.69 wooded acres, 1870 Douglas
Road.$210K. For more info, call
753-5000 ext. 301 or after 3PM
436-2351. For pictures email:
trukdog@ wk.net
FORECLOSURE! 38R
only $19,765. For listings 800-560-1951 ext.
S020

370

530

2001 Ford Expedition
Eddie Bauer Edition
4x4, leather, loaded,
92,000 miles, $15,200
270-293-6354.
270-437-4185
Wadi:ors
CAR Sale
'88 Chevy Pickup,
$1,900
•'96 Lumina, 42.900
•'99 Lumina. $3.900
*2000 Camry. leather &
sunroof. $7,900
Jenkins Auto Sales
270-227-5997
2006 Toyota Camry
Solara 3.000 miles
Call (270)205-5752
good
Corolla,
90
engine, body, tires &
interior, needs trans
$60000 759-1217

A-1 Joe's Mower
repair, tune-up specials. 436-2867
A-1 Stump Removal
Fully insured
437-3044.
ALL CARPENTRY
Remodeling, additions,
porches, decks, sun
rooms, vinyl siding,
mobile home repair,
sagging floors, termite
& water damage. Larry
Nimmo (270)753-9372
or (270)753-0353
APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren
paving.
ASPHALT
sealcoating, mainteMitchell
nance.
Brothers Paving
759-0501 or 753-1537
BACKHOE
TRUCKING
ROY HILL
Septic system, gravel,
white rock
436-2113
Dozer work 8 Track
hoe
BEBBER Flooring.
Carpet, vinyl, laminate,
hardwood and tile.
293-9340
C & C Renovation and
Remodeling.
We care about your
home. Home repairs,
roofing,
additions,
decks, floor repair &
coverings, siding:
**FREE ESTIMATES**
Call (270)753-1499 or
(731)247-5464
icrobertson0wk.net

Calloway
Trash Service
II AUTOMATED BILLING
B CONTAINERS AVAIL
IN RATES STARTING AT
$15,540
741-3744 143-4045

Ceramic and Stone
Tile Installation
Hordvrend a Laminate
Flooring Instaged
Sattwoorn Sernodeiing
Quality woe% i.e prlosi

437-3132
METAL installed oh
houses and barns
N
Contact Damn
phone 270-752-0414

.10.-isses

Min

CLASSIFIEDS
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Horoscope
DN..) HANDYMAN

by Jacqueline Wear
David's
HAPPY
BIRTHDAY
for
Home
Thursday, March 1, 2007:
Improvement You have spirit and imagination

LEE'S Carpet
Cleaning

DSW
PAINVIFIN(;

51t,r
•Emergiancy Water
Removal .°51105
Dr5,1119
-ne E st,rnate
753-5827

Wale, Dara9e0 Foam

Braces & Hour Joists
ir lumoing
Fierructeo, & ,
Davo 6,v ,more Owns,
551(Alk
Nth

team )n.ahlc p.i c
Licensed & hisaiscd

5 ..44St,

4,,,C7Perj

731-247-5422

22641505• 435420,

•nt Murray Ledger &
mes considers its
...urces reliable. but
1,,ccuracies do Occur.

We Pick Up0).)

koalerS

using

this

at
their own risk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable, The Murray
,uriaird
Ledger 8 Times, nor
754-1151 • 293-27831
sm.,. any ut its employees
24A-278.1
Csa vs%
accept any responsibilNew r. iisti'uiliiIil
ity whatsoever for their
s ice ((ask
actfvfties
& In.u1(4,1
tinull Lie(
18 %1s,elks).
YARD
work
plumbing. carpenii
1270492-8228
Reasonable rates Call
yard work
227-0664
Liu)
, at 759 1811 or
Senior trienill
."1.3 1745
753-1344• 227-644

HALL'S WASTE
MANAGEMENT

information

must Scrop washers
Jryers wire & scrap
metal for it
FrsseeBy courteous se,. r•
CALL 227-2864

do SO

JOE'S JOBS

STMKDALE
LANDSCAPING
& TREE FARM

WE SERVICE
All Major Appliances

Free Pallets
Loading Dock of
Murray Ledger & Times
First Come
First Serve
Please
No Phone Calls

and Most Mar Brands

WARD-ELKINS
On the Square Murray
(270) 153-1713

293-6369

Turn Your Tax Return Into

Call
ALLIED
N HOME MORTGAGE
'N
CAPITAL CORPORATION
&
• R1411(11'11 RVI'd

11141 P4
I
.

408 South 12th Street
Murray. KY 420-1
2-0-53-7665

"AwayfsSWIM For TheMost
Up-To-DateHomeFashioli
Drapery' Specialty Rods.Custom .10
Upholstery. Design Servicelffail bl

&mom
4,01 S. 121

0

53-6361

Key Kar Renta
Lail Don(
Deory!

270-753-9955
Located at 4th & Sycamore, Murray, KY
Faughn Used Cars

Openings For New Clients
Individual

Small Business & Farm Returns

Limited Openings • Coll Now!

753-6069

Taxes by Joyce, Inc.
917 Coldwater Rd., Murray, KY 42071
Ail returns fried elecTrOrliCally

Pete
Lancaster

753-4703
AUTO- HOME - LIFE INSURAN( I

Jerri Elliott LPN
Presages' Coatnettes Artist
211 Maple
Morris, Kentucky 42071
2

29.1-XX59

Cilia*: Am:yahoo.cons
Gilt certifieleims Amiable

this year. Your focus will remain
on your day-to-day life and what
you achieve. In some way, you
need a change or a way of revitalizing your life and/or work. If
you use your ingenuity:, you will
come up with many different
ideas. Test them out: see how
they work_ Opportunity for professional growth is more than
possible. Some might get major
promotions or pay raises. If you
are single, though you might
enjoy a relationship, sometimes
it isn't everything it's cracked up
to he You might t pt to be single
tor a while It you are attached,
you, as a couple. will benefit
front going out and about. You
enioy that time with each other.
Stunchines I.110 rain• on your
parade.
The Stars Show the Kind of
Day You'll Have: s-Dynamic,
4-Positive. 4 A% cr.q:c. 2-So-so,
I
ARIES (March 21 -April 19)
* *** Don I even question it
you will need your creativity at
play This is a day where you feel
much is resolved, and then suddenly everything is a mess. The
end results will be excellent it
you stay calm cool and collected Tonight Let off steam with a
favorite person
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
*** You will need to stay centered, as others make what you
unnecessary
perceive to be
demands You also might need
to listen to a friend or associate
Revise your thinking, and you will
find events easier Tonight Order
in
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
**** You have a way with
words that draws several different reactions. Some might love
what you say, and others might
react negatively Just be yourself
and stay centered Others often
react to news, but it doesn t
mean you have to change your
style Tonight. Out and about.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
*** You might be on overload
and spending way too much
money. Someone might encourage you to continue on this very
wild path. Be smart and say
"absolutely no. Claim your
power, and you will be a lot happier Tonight. Design a reasonable budget.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
**** You might find that to
make your point, you need to be
overly serious and direct Others
prefer to be in a witty state of
mind in which they don't need to
digest or handle issues Tonight
Just be yourself
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
** Know when to back up and
approach a situation in a novel
manner You might not be comfortable, yet you need to let
events play out A real estate
investment could be very beneficial Tonight Some private time.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
**** Follow the action
Pressure builds, especially with
an older or very serious fnend.
With your good nature, you'll
make the right choice Soothe
someone's nerves by talking and
understanding Tonight What
would make you happy?
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
*** Someone isn't kidding.
especially a boss or someone
who has a position of authority in
your world You might need to
spend some money in order to
make some Establish boundaries Tonight A must appearance
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Doc. 21)
*** Reach out for experts If
a problem anses or a solution
evades you. get more information You will get the answers.
Your positive attitude cames you
through any tumultuous situations that you need to deal with.
Tonight. Relax your mind.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
lir it** You might be giving far
more of yourself than you realize.
Know when to back off and say
you have had enough. Your
energy, combined with another's
insights, makes you a powerful
team. No one will want to say
'no to you Tonight. An important
talk
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
*** You might not be getting
someone's message as dearly
as he or she would like. Consider
revising your thoughts about a
relationship that frequentty som
ersauNe from good to bad. How
much are you willing to endure?
Tonight- Don't interfere or try to
change someone's mind.
PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20)
*** You might be fed up with
work but have little choice but to
do what you have to do.
Pressure builds, and you get irritable or vague. You might be
successfully screening information that you don't want to -deal
with. Tonight: Relax with the
moment.
BORN TODAY
FiAndloacter Glenn Miller (1904)
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1

GALAXY
"1.- NIEDlACOM, DA' C.BABILL B- NIL BB-AY ELEentit
THURSDAY MORNING
'
1100
1 110
10,30
10:00
9:30
ABCD 6o0e 1 6:30 7-.00 7 10 8:00 8.30 900
WIMISPX 2 2
WIL-ABC 3 3 3
WIND44111C 4 4

News

The View IN) IE
The Vim (NI X

Regis and Katy
Micheal Ray I

Good Morning America I.
Good bombe Masks X

(500) News

The 700 Oub X
Today (In Stereo)3
News
The Price is Right
lelliems
X
WIW-C118 5 5
Show
X
The Ewer
Newel
News X
INCIIteI
bertha(N)l
1P904111C 6 6 6 6 Newel
Today (In Stereo)X
81111.1-A0C 7 7
Regis and Kalb The View(N)X
7 Good Morning
Good Morning And=X
'Big
WIPT-PMI 1 1
TAMA) Sesame Street X Bob
Rogers Cobb lions I&thur Big
111S1-Fox 9 9 2 3 Paid
Court Court Judge Mitsui People's Court
Paid
Gedgt- Paid
WOTYCW 10 17 11 30 Pen
Nenrif TlIed AM. Greg Behrendt
BroadestShow
Paid
KFVS4118 12 12 12 12 ItreekbelShow The Early Shwa (ln Stereo) X
Regis and Kelly The Price Is Right
WON
16 351 10 Ching- Beller- HMI- llItill- Hillock X
Magnum P11 liondcidt Ub
INSP
17 43 n
Meyer Sid Roth Vases
Your
UN
Tod
Hope
Trulhe Watkins Jacobs Today

UFE
USA
AMC
ME
AM
MiCK
HGTV
SPIKE
WTBS
'TOON
COURT
BET
CMTV

Ben Show
Y &R
TalkNovel
bop- News

CfS

Jaws Rogers
Judge A. Judge A.
Eye Eye Solari

ray
clan;
wee
refr
new
The
rap]
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10 years age
Published is a picture of workers for the City Street Department
lowering a pipe into a drainage
ditch after the recent heavy rains
floated it above the ground level
by the city cemetery on Chestnut
Street. The photo was by Staff
Photographer Bernard Kane.
Murray State University Racers won 76-63 over Tennessee
State in a basketball game. High
scorer for Murray was Vincent
Rainey who hit the basket for 32
points.
Murray High School Lady
Tigers won 62-47 over Calloway
County High School Lady Lakers
in a game of the Fourth District
High School Basketball Tournament. High team scorers were
Jeanne Maddox and Sara Williams
for the Tigers and Kiki Cunningham for the Lakers.
20 years ago
Published is a picture of Murray police officers simulating a
dangerous situation as part of the
week-long training program to
refresh and up-date them on the
newest laws and safety techniques.
The photo was by Staff Photographer Donna Newcomb.
Elected as officers of MurrayCalloway County Hospital Medical Staff were Dr. Dan Miller,
chief; Dr. John R. Quertermous.
president; Dr. Robert C. Hughes,
president-elect; and Dr. James C.
Hart Jr., secretary-treasurer.
Births reported include a boy
to Kimberly and Kenny Jenkins,
Feb. 24.
Mr. and Mrs. Vernon Stephenson were married for 50 years
Feb. 27.
30 years ago
Kentucky Gov. Julian Carroll
has pledged $250,000 in state
funds to match the $250,000 raised
locally for the renovation of
Wrather Hall on the Murray State
University campus, the first build-

ing on campus, and establishment
of the Jackson Purchase Museum
on the site.
In high school basketball games,
Calloway Lady Lakers lost 40-38 to Lone Oak Purple Flash and
Murray High Lady Tigers lost 5744 to Tilghman Tornado. High
scorers were Mimi Winchester and
Fehcia Pinner for the Lakers and
Tammy Boone and Marlene Farrell for the 'Tigers.
40 years ago
Army Staff Sgt. Edward L
Freeze is now serving with the
Air Calvary Division in Vietnam.
Greg Grogan was winner and
Greg Gingrass was second in the
Pinewood Derby held by Cub
Scout Pack 37 at Robertson School.
Murray State University Racers won 75-90 over Western Kentucky Hilltoppers in a basketball
game. Herb McPherson was high
scorer for the Racers.
The Chorus of the Music
Department of the Murray Woman's
Club presented a program at the
meeting of the Zeta Department
of the MWC. Margaret Porter is
director of the chorus.
50 years ago
Thirty-six student nurses at Murray State College will receive their
caps at an exercise to be held
March 1 at 7 p.m. at the Murray
State College auditorium, according to Ruth Cole, director of nursing education at MSC.
Births reported at Murray Hospital include a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Gene Phillips.
In high school basketball games
of the Fourth District Tournament,
Almo Warriors won 74-47 over
Hazel Lions with high scorers
being Pritchett for Almo and Duncan for Hazel; South Marshall
Rebels won 65-62 over Benton
Indians with high scoers being
Wilkins for South Marshall and
Dailey for Benton.

Todaylffilistorg
By The Associated Press
Today is Wednesday, Feb. 28.
the 59th day of 2007. There are
306 days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Feb. 28, 1849, the ship
California arrived at San Francisco, carrying the first of the goldseekers.
On this date:
In 1827, the first U.S. railroad
chartered to carry passengers and
freight, the Baltimore & Ohio
ilroad Co.. was incorporated by
e state of Maryland.

Dear Abby

Tenn., issued a preliminary report issued the Shanghai Communique
saying at least two major crime at the conclusion of Nixon's hissyndicates were operating in the toric visit to China.
In 1975, more than 40 people
U.S.
In 1953, scientists James D. ''were killed in London's UnderWatson and Francis H.C. Crick ground when a subway train
announced they had discovered smashed into the end of a tunthe double-helix structure of DNA, nel.
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is no there).
I'm 85 and in good health,

discounting arthritis from jaw
to toes, which I jokingly say is
the sins of my youth catching
up with me. I read your item
on leg cramps and tried it. It
wasn't very clear as to where
to put the soap, so I put it at
my ankles. It didn't work. At
that point. I went back to the
quinine sulfate that I had been
using for years.
Due to arthritis, both of my
knees have almost given out on
me, and seeing your column on
the use of castor oil on joint
pain, I tried it on my knee. It
worked like a charm. However,
I wanted to see if really worked
or if this was only a one-time
shot. It has now been a week,
and it is still working. To me,
the question was, why? My reason is that, when you rub the
castor oil into a joint, it generates heat that helps blood flow
to the area, and, with some
cover, it keeps it there. As the
castor oil dries, it leaves a film
on that area that helps keep the
area warm and it is cheaper
than anything else that could be
used.
Thanks for keeping us "mature
citizens" healthy.
READER: Your
DEAR
explanation appears to be valid,
but if you are incorrect, that's
OK. Results, not theories. are
what count. You might consider a trial of a product called
Castiva, which comes in a cooling or warming form. The odorless castor-oil base is reported
to accelerate the absorption of
the formula into the inflamed
joint areas for faster pain relief.
Thanks for writing.
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Opening lead -- four of hearts.
The most interesting hands to
play are those where the struggle to
make or break the contract is so
tightly contested that the final outcome depends more on skill than on
high cards or distribution. For example, the result of today's hand rests
entirely on the expertise of the players.
Declarer played low from dummy
on the heart lead and won East's nine
with the ten. When South then led a
spade, East allowed dummy's nine to
hold, and from this point on declarer
was fighting a losing battle.
He continued with a spade at

nick three. East winning with the ...
king and shilling to the queedofdia-;
monds. South took the ace and could
see that if he led a heart to the king
and established the spades, he would
have no way to get back to dummy to
cash them.
He therefore abandoned the suit
and tried to get his ninth trick from
diamonds instead. But when that suit
failed to divide 3-3, he had to go
clown one.
East's fine defensive play at trick
two notwithstanding, declarer should
have made the contract. Ile should
have anticipated that the defenders
might refuse to win the first spade
lead and taken steps to deal with that
contingency.
The correct play is to win the
opening trick with the ace of hearts
rather than the ten! lins creates an
extra entry to dummy that can later
be utilized if necessary. A spade is
then led to the nine. If Fast ducks, a
second spade is played. South wins
the diamond return, leads a heart and
finesses the jack after West follows
low. Another spade lead then establishes the suit, and declarer finishes
with 10 tricks.
Note that in playing the ace of
hearts at trick one, South assumes
that West holds the queen. This is
confirmed by the Rule of Eleven,
which reveals that the nine is the
only heart East can have that is
higher than the four led by %fest.

Tomorrow: Bridge is a game of probabilities.

Crosswords

I. 555

f

kind to have given your stepdaughter your credit card as a
safety net in case of an emergency. However, your mistake
was in telling her it could be
used as she saw fit" without
giving her realistic guidelines,
because it seems she "saw fit"
to use the card irresponsibly.
Please do not allow this mess
to continue out of fear that
your grandchild will be used
as leverage. You have already
been damaged enough, and this
will continue as long as you
continue to allow it. It is imperative that, for your own financial health -- not to mention
your peace of mind -- that
you cancel the card immediately. Sadly, if your stepdaughter does not make good on
the balance, you are going to
have to, and that's reality.
•••
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DEAR NERVOUS AND
ANGRY: You were extremely

Dear Abby is written by
Abigail Van Buren, also
known as Jeanne Phillips,
and was founded by her mother, Pauline Phillips.
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non, I am sending you a copy
of my Health Report "Understanding Cholesterol."
DEAR DR.GO1T: Your column in our local paper is one
of the first items I read (after
the obits, to make sure my name

ContractBridge
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DEAR DR.GOTT: In 1990,
TEETERING:
DEAR ABBY: I have been
DEAR
my husband had a serious heart
dating "Crystal" for about a Please "teeter" no more,
attack, at which lime his choyear. For the last seven months because I am giving you the
lesterol was 165. He had openwe shared a house together. little push you need to straightheart surgery with a five-way
We live in a very small town, en out your thinking. Your
bypass in 1996.
and to make extra money as feelings are your feelings, and
He is 78 years old and in
them.
Most
well as have something to you are entitled to
good
very
occupy her time, Crystal start- men when confronted with this
condition,
ed her own question would feel just the way
very active
business. It you do. So face the fact that
and works
has not been you and Crystal have very difevery
day
going well, ferent values, and let her go.
doing yard
maintenance
and to top it
for a large
off, I was
DEAR ABBY: I have two
estate.
laid off from stepchildren whom I love dearIn Janumy job.
ly. The older one, *Dawn,"
ary,
his chodifficult
divorce
Crystal went through a
Dr. Gott lesterol was
decided to and got bad credit because of
220. LDL 83,
return to the it. Dawn is a single mother
HDL 61 and
By
city where and has no major credit cards
Dr. Peter Gott triglycerides
she was liv- she could use in case of emerBy Abigail
87. His docing before I gency, so I put her on one of tor wanted him to start taking
Van Buren
met her and mine that I don't use. I told
Lipitor, 10 milligrams. My hustake up her old job. She final- her to use it as she saw fit,
band said no way and decided
to see what oatmeal would do
ly admitted to me, days after so she would have something
for him. We have eaten oatmeal
I proposed marriage, that she to fall back on should someevery day for breakfast since
thing happen. It had a limit
is a paid escort.
then. Now his readings are LDL
To. me it is morally wrong, of $1,000.
69,
HDL 45, triglycerides 83
that
year
and
a
half
wrong
In
the
sees
nothing
but she
and cholesterol 231.
with it. I agreed to let her do Dawn has had the card,the limit
His doctor still wants him to
it -- with limitations -- mean- has gone to $1,800. However, start a Lipitor regimen. The only
ing nothing illegal or sexual. she has missed some payments, other meds he takes is Altace
But I still have a problem with and several over-the-limit fees
and a St. Joseph's aspirin once
her going out with strange men have been assessed. The last
a day.
for money. I also don't like time, I confronted her about
He has a good relationship
the thought of her sharing her the situation and she blew up
with his doctor but really questions the need for a statin med
at me and said that I had told
company this way.
at his age.
Crystal insists that she's her to use the card "as she
DEAR READER: I share
doing nothing wrong and now saw fit."
your concerns about statin drug
Abby, I don't have the heart
she is upset with me for havtherapy for your husband. These
ing a problem with it. Am I to remind Dawn that she's
drugs have side effects, such as
wrong for feeling the way I damaging MY credit with her
liver inflammation and muscle
do? I am teetering on the edge poor payment history. (1 can
damage. However, rather than
payassume
the
of telling her goodbye. -- TEE- ill afford to
just dropping the issue, your
ments.) I have been denied
TERING IN MONTANA
husband might consider a comcredit because of this and have
promise: niacin, a vitamin that
lost points off my credit score. is relatively free of complicaI feel I am being punished for
tions, is inexpensive and often
I also hesto
be
nice.
trying
effective. Ask his doctor whether
the
molecule
that
contains
In 1844, a 12-inch gun aboard the
a trial of niacin would be approitate bringing it up because I
the USS Princeton exploded, killing human genes_
priate.
In 1967, American publisher love my granddaughter to death,
Secretary of State Abel P. Upshur,
To give you related informaNavy Secretary Thomas W. Gilmer Henry Luce died in Phoenix at and I'm afraid Dawn won't bring
her around if I mention someage 68.
and several others.
In 1972, President Nixon and
In 1951. the Senate committhing. What should I do? -tee headed by Estes Kefauver, D- Chinese Premier Chou En-lai
NERVOUS AND ANGRY
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Man ready to shut door behind
woman returning to escort job
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1 Elizabethan
collar
5 Ballpark figure
8 Decorates a
cake
12 Square footage
13 One of ten
14 Claw or talon
15 Furtive whisper
16 Little rascal
17 Hack's
customer
18 Garret
20 - down got
quiet)
21 Lily maid
of Astolat
24 Free to roam
27 Estuary
28 Ms Hagen
31 Proofread
32 Crane arm
33 Howie expletive
34 PC key
35 Commuter
vehicle

36 Rose pest
37 Wedding-party
members
39 Small-time
43 Swab brand
46 Libretto feature
47 -'wester
49 Burglar's "key'
51 Declaim violently
52 I knew di
53 Leer
54 - lerk reachon
55 kik Hurok
56 Whistle tIme
DOWN
1 Break dance
music
2 Sky bear
3 Gala
4 Most greasy
5 City near
Syracuse
6 May honoree
7 Get-up-and-go
8 Hard facts
9 'Slither' actor
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Financial aid applications due April 2
N11.10dy

State Iiiiversity
ticiant WI aid
wants to remind all students
who are planning to attend
Murray State during the 2007(18 academic term to get their
finaric tat aid applications 011-11ed
iii by the April
priority filing
date Money is available and 111
ing by the prit any date is definite advantage
Acc(tiding to findings gath
eted by the Nmelic art Council
iii Lduc4114rn. 111‘111, students ate
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federal Supplemental
Educational Opportunity Grants
aiSLOG) - Non-repayable federal grants based on significant
tinantial need. Grants are
expected to be $500 for 2(07• KHEAA (Kentucky Higher
Education Assistance Authority)
CAP grants - Non-repayable
state grants for Kentucky resident. Based on demonstrated
mancial need, these awards Are
e wected to be $1,900 maximum
tor 2007-08
Federal Perkins Loan Repayable long-tenn, low-interest (five percent) loans made to
students whose family incomes
and total assets place limitations
upon resources bar educational
purposes the loans have some
proyisions for cancellation
tnidit ii determent of repayment.
110Vel-$.e1, the majority is repaid
during a 10,year period, with
payII1C1111
made
quarterly.
beg11111Ing nine months after the
student leaves schtvol
Nursing Student Loan
Repayable long term. link inter,
est dive percent t loans to eligible students cut-idled in the nursiii
piogiam Based on the
tat need of the nursing
student. these It
are repaid
,111 .111 ,111111.141 basis during a 10\
item rd it
the student
leases the 'wising program
federal
Subsidued
',tattoo] 1.r kin
Repayable
need-based 11)11g-term loans of
up ro 5 35( tril annually It in freshmen. $4."410 tor sophomores,
i'ss.500 lot minors and seniors,
,rnd S8.5()0 tor graduate ',ill ‘11.111,
of _hal), I. 1X16. these
It this hd‘t.' a Ii‘ed interest rate
it Ii
percent l'he lederal goy
eminent pays Interest on the
brrtrower's hehall w title the stu
dent is enrolled di least 11:10
1101C
begin', NIS
graduatir.rn, with
it
lir dropping
below a hall tune course load

federal Ldisubsidized
Stafford Loan - Unsubsidized
means that interest accumulates
on the loan while the student is
in school and the federal government does not pay any portion of the interest. These loans
are not based on the calculated
need of the student_ The interest
accumulated during in-school
periods may be paid while in
school of capitalized (accumulated and added to the principal)
and paid after leaving school.
Annual loan amounts, interest
rates and repayment are similar
to the Federal Subsidized
Stafford Loan.
— Federal Work Study
Employment -- On-campus
employment opportunities of up
to 12 hours of work per week.
Qualified students with appropriate financial needs, skills,
interests and aptitudes are considered for these jobs. The rate

of pay is $5.15 per hour.
Vinson encourages students
and parents to be aware of the
many types of assistance available and to ask questions if they
don't understand the guidelines
or need assistance with filing.
"Those who meet the April 2
priority filing date stand the best
chance of receiving available
funds," he stressed.
Students who do not wish to
apply on line may pick up applications or drop off completed
forms at Murray's office of
financial aid, which is located in
the basement of Sparks Hall at
the corner of 15th and Main
streets.
For questions, more information or special assistance, call
1270) 809-2546 locally or .1800-272-4678. extension 3, or
e-mail
to
send
an
sla.off e inurraystatesedu.

GREG TRAVIS/Ledger 8. Times
WOODY VISITS NORTH ELEMENTARY: In recognition of its

Celebraton of Writing. Woody, the famous Kentucky wiener
dog, visited students at North Elementary Thursday bringing
with him a fun-filled day of activities. Kentucky author Leigh
Anne Florence (right) brought Woody and his sister Chloe to
the school to work with the students and to encourage them
to follow Woody's five steps to sucess. Pictured above, petting
Woody following his assembly program, are kindergarten students Emily Garland, Lance Steinfeldt and Joseph Ramos.
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LADY LAKERS 63, LADY TIGERS 35

BULLDOGS

70 60 RACERS

Making
Princeton Proud
SAMFORD RUNS PRINCETON"STYLE OFFENSE TO PERFECTION
—

MICHAEL DANN 1 Ledger & Times

Calloway County's Sam Butts 45) and Murray High's Haley
Armstrong dive for a loose ball in the first half of Tuesday night's
Fourth District Tournament game at Jeffrey Gymnasium.

Sivills spells
relief with victory
LADY LAKERS
ELIMINATE
TURNER, LADY
TIGERS FROM
POSTSEASON PLAY
By MICHAEL DANN
Sports Writer
If Rolaids spells relief and the
company is looking for a
spokesman, Lady Laker head coach
Scott Sivills may be perfect fot the
ob.
Nervous from the standpoint of

facing elimination from the first
Region Tournament against his
cross-county counterpart. Sivills
breathed a sigh of relief after his
Lady Lakers were victorious, 6335, over Murray High on Tuesday
night on their home court in the
first round of the Fourth District
Tournament.
Up next for Sivills and the Lady
Lakers will be district foe Marshall
County, who already owns two
victories
over
hard-fought,
Calloway this season. Both district
winners and runners-up head to the
next stage.
III See FOURTH, 2C

‘RSHALL CO. 51, MURRAY HIGH 48

Bounce

By SCOTT NANNEY
Sports Editor
Expenence proved to be a
crucial factor in Tuesday's firstround Ohio Valley Conference
Tournament matchup between
Murray State and visiting
Samford.
The Bulldogs had it. The
Racers did not.
The result: Samford is headed
to the league semifinals while
MSU will hang up its sneakers
for another season after the 7060 final at the Regional Special
Events Center.
-They're a very experienced
basketball team," Murray head
coach Billy Kennedy said of the
fifth-seeded Bulldogs, who will
meet top seed Austin Peay — an
overtime winner over No. 8
Tennessee State last night in
Clarksville — in Friday's semifinals at Nashville's Gaylord
Entertainment Center. "The
things they showed down the
stretch — experience, together- _
ness and toughness — are the
things we're missing sometimes.
"They've been struggling
shooting the ball all year. I was
concerned that they could come
in here and shoot it well, and
they did. You have to give them
a lot of credit," he added.
The Bulldogs used their
Princeton-style offense to perfection — especially in the second half — to frustrate a young
and inexperienced Racer unit,
which at times featured three
freshmen on the floor at once.
The senior duo of forward
Randall Gulina and guard Jerry
Smith were thr main culprits for
III See RACERS, 2C
Samford 70, Racers 60
SAMFORD (16-15)
Gulina 4-9 10-11 20. Peterson 5-8 0-0
12, Merntt 5-6 0-0 11, Black 1-3 0-0 2,
Smith 4-6 10-10 20, West 2-2 1-3 5,
Griffin 0-0 0-0 0, Friday 0-1 0-0 0.
Totals 21-35 21-24 70.
MURRAY ST.(16-14)
Witherspoon 4-6 0-0 10, Paul 1-3 0-0 2.
Horton 5-9 4-4 16, Holloway 4-14 2-2
10. D Thomas 3-7 0-0 7, George 2-6 12 5. Carter 1-1 0-02. Williams 3-40-2
6, Key 0-0 0-0 0. Easley 1-3 0-0 2
Totals 24-53 7-1060
Halftime — Toed 26. 3-PoInt Goods —
Samford 7-16 (Smith 2-3. Peterson 24, Gulina 2-5, Merritt 1-2, Black 0-2),
Murray St. 5-15 (Witherspoon 2-4,
Horton 2-4, D Thomas 1-3, Holloway 04). Fouled Out — George. Rebounds
— Samford 23 (Merritt 6). Murray St.
25 (Easley, D Thomas 5). Assists —
Samford 12 (Smith, West 4i. Murray
St. 14 OD Thomas 5) Total Fouls —
Samford 12, Murray St. 19 A —
3.066

MICHAEL DANN / Ledger & Times

Murray High School's Blake McCuiston goes- to the hole past
Marshall County's Eli Lathram in the second half Tuesday night during the first round of the Fourth District Tournament at Calloway
County High School.

SCOTT NANNEY / Ledger & Times

Racer freshman center Tony Easley (43) makes a move toward the goal against the
defense of Samford center Travis Peterson during first-round OVC Tournament action
on Tuesday night at the RSEC.

LADY RACERS 68, LADY COLONELS 66

Lucky Strikes

BALI. DOESN'T GO TIGERS' WAY
IN LOSS TO MARSHALL COUNTY

I

By MICHAEL DANN
Sports Writer
To use the cliche that the ball
didn't bounce Murray High's way
Tuesday night would seem like an
easy way out to writing a story.
But the script Tuesday in the
first round of the Fourth District
Tournament at Jeffrey Gymnasium
played out just like that as the
Tigers lost 51-48 to Marshall
County.
At least according to. David.
Fields it did.
"It wasn't the way we played or
necessarily something we did
wrong, but that crazy ball didn't go
Murray's way tonight." said the
Murray High head boys' coach.
"We played well enough to win that
game tonight. We didn't give it
away. It's a tough one to swallow.
... Gosh, it's a shame we're not
moving on; it's a shame."
The win for Marshall means
another Fourth District finale
against Calloway County at 7:30

p.m. Thursday.
The two teams are no stranger to
playing in the finals. Since 200102, Marshall and the Lakers have
played for one of the top seeds in
the First Region tournament.
Murray took control early, going
up 12-9 to end the first quarter and
maintained a 24-23 lead at halftime.
In the first half, there were live
lead changes and four ties. But each
time Marshall knotted the score.
Murray would answer right back
with a basket of its own.
Marshall County took its first
lead of the game in the third quarter
with a Austin Brown 3-pointer with
1:20 to play, putting the Marshals,
up 36-35. Brown's basket was part
of an eight-point swing to close out
the third quarter as they took a 3835 advantage with them into the
game's final eight minutes.
battle
The
back-and-forth
See TIGERS, 3C

LUCKETT'S PUTBACKS PROVE CRUCIAL
IN COMEBACK WIN AGAINST EKU

SCOTT NANNEY f Ledger & limes
Lady Racer guard Maine Lee (20) puts up a shot in
front of Eastern Kentucky's Amber Kirkpatrick (34) during the first half of Tuesday's OVC Tournament opener
at the RSEC.

By SCOTT NANNEY
Sports Editor
Mallory Luckett's teammates
call her "Lucky."
So it was perhaps fitting that
the 5-foot-6 freshman guard
stood tall when it mattered most
for the Murray State lady
Racers, who needed a little luck
to survive their first-round Ohio
Valley Conference Tournament
matchup with rival Eastern
Kentucky on Tuesday night.
Two crucial putbacks by
Luckett and a pair of free throws
by sophomore Ashley Nichole
Hayes with 0.4 seconds left
were just enough to lift the
undermanned Lady Racers past
the Lady Colonels 68-66 at the
Regional Special Events Center.
The win vaults Murray State,
the tournament's No. 2 seed.
into Friday's semifinal-round
contest against sixth-seeded
Tennessee-Martin — a 61-57
upset winner over No. 3 seed

Morehead State. and also the
team that prevented the Lady 7
Racers from earning a share of ;
their first-ever OVC title.
The two will meet for the
third time this season at 2 p.m. at
Nashville's
Gaylord
Entertainment Center on Friday.
Top-seeded Southeast Missouri
State, a 58-54 victor over No. 8
seed Austin Peay, will take on
Samford, a 63-60 winner over
Tennessee Tech, in Friday's _first
semifinal at noon. The tournament's championship game is
scheduled for Saturday at 3 p.m.
Minus injured senior star Joi
Scott for the second straight
game, the Lady Racers' road to
the semifinal round — their first
such trip since 2000 — was
expectedly bumpy, trailing seventh-seeded Eastern Kentucky
by two(66-64) with less than 20
seconds remaining.
See

LUCKETT,2C

NFL.-
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Fromn Page 1C
I mei lakkett, who had not
t.'d
a basket or ,olletted
rebound in mst I 1111111/tes iii
pla tier nine games this sea the treshman w./.. in the
ii
right pla,e ,tt the tight time on
h. a ( rdi,iti s /111,‘Cii 4-1,01111 -

411"
.

h.!, Jones with under one sec tnd
to go
-I said I was going to grab
the rebound... said Hayes "I-or
some reason, I knew she was
going to foul me The thing I
was thing in my head was. 'do
not (Noel I ..e,uret.1 the hall,
and she twit ....one up and
grabbed inc
Hayes went to the foul line
and calmly sank hoth tree
Whoa's. a, SAW rd.!. earned its
thud win 14 the season (tier
HS
said
-Ashley was huge
oi her Ciller rint2 sophomore. "I know she was disap
pointed alter Situnday s game
She made a tow that she was
going to ...Mlle in and pia> to het
potential. and she showed that
'Ashley Is k_apabIC ot has mg
a double- double et ety single
night. Hiere•s HO question tor
the rest of the tiiurii.iiiieirL she's
going to hat c it, he hi. and she
knows that '•
[he I ad y Racers ,ontinued
to struggle shooting the hall in
Scotrs absence. hating lust

From Page 113
Murray
07 05 13 10 — 35
18 12 18 15 —63
Cailoway County
Murray (11-17) WInchester. Armstrong, Benson 3.
McAlkster Peal:et Crouch 3, Sanders 2 Dreleman 10
Linty Perry McClure 17
FG: 13-39 3-Point FG: 2-15 (Dielemanl Fr: 7-14
Rebounds: 22 Fouls: 13
Calloway County 419-11) Cunningham 11, Thurmond,
Ross 16 Wrcker, Adams 8 Webb 4, Butts 14, Fox, K
Jones McCursIon W Jones, Govern 2. Seavers
McHenry Twalds 8
FG: 24-52 3-point FG: 1-5 IRoss) FT 14-19
Rebounds: 40 Fouls:16

"Maybe the third time is the charm? I
don't know,- Sivills said. "But now we can
breathe a little easier, knowing that we're in
the regional tournament and won't have SO
much pressure on us Thursday night."
Si/e played a major factor in Murray s
downfall, as the Lady Tigers were hounded
into 27 turnovers, thanks to Calloway's fullcourt press. Murray High was out-rebounded 40-22. As a result. Calloway was the
recipient of 14 second-chance points to just
Nci.dingI nimpstart a sting
one by Murray High.
'atensc %1St head Loa,h
Its a game plan that Lady Tiger coach
hi put
I 011011
del I lied
.1
Rechelle Turner knew her girls were going
I
ken into the game
to has c to run to precision in order to be sueV1,- needed some eneto,
t:CS...1W.
explained
park
lelton
"We knew that we had to limit our
I hat the one reason I brought
turnovers to even be in the game. And unforher into the game
Mallory
tunately we weren't able to do that, Turner
brings enerp. intensity and
percent ot Ihelt shirt alleMpts
said. "(Calloway ) was able to make some
tight to practice every single
Ladt Cokuiels lust runs out of it, and we, as we have all year
day It may have been a surprise against the
nights attel alhiii ins(111101 - against them, struggled to score."
the tans. hut we know what three
Si e showing at
I Martin
Trailing 15-7 to start the game. a had secshe Lan di, ••
Rut Maitay ii let laical one ond quarter buried the Lady Tigers, who
I he Lady Racers also got a
ern Iu crashing the went I -oI'- b rom the floor with eight
It how Hayes, who did her area it r
boalds to, a 411-1X rehounding tt11110Vers while being outscored 12'to trail
best lin Scott impression by
edge at ter being out rebounded 30- 12 at halftime.
'totaling a double-double with
t I at Martin Aided tt) ,. their
Calloway extended that lead to 45-25
'6 [aunts on 9-1 01 - 19 shoolIM! h
reboundimt, the I ad‘ Rat ers helore i wt.Loring the Lady Tigers 15-10 in
mid I I rebounds
MICHAEL DANN/Ledger & Times
also 111.111.q.:ed to Init....ore FAL
the Inlai Ii.nnc
Howe% cr. none ot the sopho
County's Kayla Cunningham battles her way through three Lady Tiger
Calloway
III
in
Mc
paint
1
4
-Hie full-court pressure that Callow-ay.
more., NMIs were tugger than
‘1. itis
hamo- showed 1 uesday is something that Sivills defenders, including Sarah Crouch (20), Stacey McClure (33) and Emily Benson
her last two
'huh sjud "Ii •s about hopes will be a key tool in his ballclub mak- (11), in the first half Tuesday night.
following Luckett's miss at Am4uips..• I
heart anil eft( on Our kids made UV,: plistseason run.
to
line.
one
shot
the
Eastern had
from Leah Dickman. Emily Benson and up tonight.
effort to go get thc ball
That's something that maybe we can use Sarah Crouch each had three. Erin Sanders
win the game But guard Crystal a great
"They were doubling and tripling Kayla
that shows or team (1,twn the stretch. Adding some more dimenIlopetull.
17-hatter missed the
and Rachel a lot. I thought Sam Butts did an
finished with two.
that 11 we pur Silt' ale hall and sion to our bench now (with the addition ot
mark and Hayes was there for
•'I thought our kids played hard. We had awesome job of penetrating and opening up
defend, we tan put ittli se kes
.01th grader Avree Fields). we're able to some goals coming into tonight,- Turner some shots for herself and the rest of the
the rebound
ti
iii iii
position to N. III iii,
In
out tour big kids and really pressure said. "There is a lot more to basketball team...
'turning to head upcourt.
intent
'he hall." he said. "When you hate three or games than actually winning them. We
Il.o.es was fouled on a felt ii in
Turner, who notched her 2(X)th career
ti
kids that can read the gaps and reached sonic oh those goals, and I felt like win last week, called this season a "stepping
get to the hall and get Nome sicals. It's really
the girls had an opportunity to be on the has- stone
tun r a akh."I've learned a lot about myself and these
kethall court together and another opportuith fields in the lineup. Callitwa's nity tor us to grow' for the future"
kids. It would be easy for us to duck our
It tnicittin with Rachel Adams and Kayla
Beth Ross paced the Lady Lakers with a heads and quit, but none of these girls are
( iinintighain reads 6-toot. 6-1 and 6-2. team-high 16 points. and Sant Butts fol- quitters. The coaching staff stuck with them
By MSU Media Relations._
testa:cot ely.
lowed with 14 points. Cunningham chipped and showed a lot of improvement over the
Calloway .% defense sparked its offense. in with II, and Adams and Fields each last four games of the season,- Turner said.
BIRMINGHAM.
—The Murray State women's golf team
a,the I ,aki.!, [Aker...hot 46 percent troin the added eight. Tiffany Govern finished with "It's just a stepping stone. Sometimes at a
turned in a stran sillb-place finish Tuesday at the Ann
Ilium and went 73 percent from the line i14- two.
small school, you go through these things.
Bent
Brook
Golf
at
Rhoads/Birmingbelle Southern Shootout
m
7%1 cane. bile, Murray shot just 33 per"Fortunately, we've only had one in 10,
"I was really proud of our kids, offenCourse.
-iii troll] the floor, hitting on only 13-0-39 sively, how they did against Murray's years, but we're at that point now,so,we just,
The Lady Racers hid a score of 303 in day two after having a
a)tempt- and was 2-of- 15 from beyond the detente tonight." Sivills said. "We kept our have to use the experience we gained this.
232 in round one bisedily, Their 626 total was enough w push
patience and asked other kids like Sant year I can't wait to get another summer
them into sixth place —lye shots better than seventh-place UAB.
Ilic I ady Tigers were led by Stacey
Butt., Shelby Welsh and Beth Ross to step under our belt"
Mc( hue s 17 points. htllowed by 10 points
MSU's best finisher was Ana= Downer, who placed 18th in
the field of 123 competitors, with rounds of 80-76=156.

MSU women's golf places
sixth at Birmingham

PRE-SEASON CHECK-UP ON:

•Racers

John Deere. Husqvarna,•Scag, Snapper, Ferris
Good thru March 15. 2007
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PUSH MOWERS
Clean Air Filter
Check Firing
Check & Adjust
Sharpen Blade
Change Oil
New Spark Plug
Grease & Lube where needel

All For Only

$4995
FREE pick-up & delivery
within 5 miles

REAR ENGINE RIDERS & TILLERS
Check Firing
Check & Adjust Carburer
Check Belts & Pulleys
Sharpen Blade
Change Oil Grease & Lube
New Spark Plug
Check Battery
Check Air Pressure
Check Air Filter

All For Only
995

FREE pick-up & de' very
within 5 miles

LAWN & GARDEN TRACTORS
Change Oil & Filter it needed
Grease & Lube
New Spark Plug
Check Battery
Check Au Pressure
Clean Air Filter
Sharpen Blade
Check Belts & Pulleys
Check & Adjust Carburetor
Check Firing

Sat-Mi rd. tot, hing the Murray
klelensc tuir 20 points each on a
combined 8-of- 15 -.hooting from
the lloor to help the Bulldogs
shoot 60 percent for the game,
including 75 percent in the seaond halt the two also combined
to diam 20 ot-21 free throw
attempts
'Dien twit seniors. Jerry
Smith and Randall (ulina. tunic
ii lit-me and really executed and
shit' the hall well.- said
Kenikdy. "The biggest thing is
they got to the free throw line
points out
Iliose kids stored
or ISanillord's) 71), arid that".
'A hat seniors do
RaLevs held up well in
lie lit st halt again.1 the
Bultdogs inethoLiKal ottensoLe
h, building them iii 40perLent shooting as the two
entered the halftime
break deadlocked in a 26-26 tie
But Samlord's offensive din'. gan early in the second half,
Iris is Peterson opened the
.1'
sosiing with a 3-pointer that

S10995
FREE pick-up & delivery
within 5 miles

Couldn't Make It To The Game?
We've Got You Covered!
Catch All The
Basketball Action
On MES Channel 15

All For Only

$14995

4th DISTRICT TOURNAMENT
CCHS vs. Murray Girls
Marshall Co. vs. MHS Boys

Murray Home & Auto

Catch The Replays Feb. 28 - March 1
1:30 p.m. & 8 p.m.

WWW.murrayhomeandauto.corn
Hours: Mon.-Frt. 7:30-5:00
Sat 740-12:00

Chestnut St
Murray

SCOTT NANNEY / Ledger & Times
Murray State guard Ed
Horton drives to the basket
against a Samford defender
during the first half of the
OVC
Racers'
70-60
Tournament loss to thy
Bulldogs on Tuesday night Eli
the RSEC.
14 from the field for I() points.
"Offensively, it seemed lik0
we missed so many shots arounfl
the goal," Kennedy noted. "Ip
transition in the first half, we hail
opportunities to go ahead. Yog
have to make the most out of
each possession against theme
because it's such a half-court
game."

THIS WEEK'S FEATURED 0141E_

FREE pick-up & delivery
within 5 miles

(Any Adelleonsi Parts a Labor At Additional costs.)

753-2571

like a 20-point lead for anybody
else." said senior forward Shawn
Witherspoon, who tallied 10
points on 4-of-6 shooting during
his final appearance in a Racer
uniform. "I think they took over
the game with their experience.
They had experience, and we
had guys on the court who were
freshmen. it was just tough to
overcome."
The pressure of postseason
play appeared to get to the
Racers' youth, as Murray shot
45.3 percent for the game but
often panicked with quick shots
down the stretch against a double-digit deficit.
Senior point guard Ed Horton
was a stabilizing force for MSU,
shooting 5-of-9 from the floor
for a team-high 16 points. But
most of the Racers struggled
with their shot, including sophomore guard Tyler Holloway.
Holloway. who was a key- in
Murray's championship game
victory over mostly the same
Samhnd team a year ago, struggled to find his shot, going 4-of-

All For Only

ZERO TURN
Change Oil & Filter it needed
Grease & Lobe
New Spark Plug
Check Battery
Check Air Pressure
Clear Air Fitter
Sharpen Blade
Check Belts & Pulleys
Check & Adjusi Carburetor
Check Firtng

send the Bulldogs tilt on a 1(1-0
run. Peterson also capped the
spurt with a layup. as Murray
found themselves in Latch-up
mode the rest of the night.
"I thought in the first three
minutes of the second half, we
made sonic mistakes defensively
that we didn't make in the first
half." Kennedy- recalled. "We
left Travis Peterson I open a
which vi'asn't part of our game
plan. We didn't have the energy
that we needed to have. That was
the biggest key- to the game.
Those three minutes were huge"
Murray State answered the
Samford run with a 9- I spurt of
its own, slicing the deficit to
only on a jumper by Ed Horton
with 12:49 remaining.
The Bulldog lead was only
six (40-43) with 525 to play. But
Smith and Gulina turned the
Racers hack again by burying
11,1A -to-hack .1 -pointers. MSU
would get no closer than nine
points the rest of the way.
"Once they- get a 10-point
lead with that style oh play., it's

‘Ik L.

ONLY ON NES CHANNEL 13

TV, radio
TODAY
MEN'S COLLEGE BASKETBALL
6 p.m.
ESPN — Valanove at Connecticut
ESPN2 — Indiana at Nolmwesterrt
6 p.m.
ESPN — Maryland at Duke
ESPN2 — Texas ABM at Texas
WOMEN'S COLLEGE'BASKETBALL
6 p.m.
FSN — Texas at Texas ABM
11 p.m.
FSN — Baylor at Oklahoma

ger & Times
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211 S. 12th St.• Murray, KY • 753-3415
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KENTUCKY PREP BASKETBALL SCORES

Tuesday's scores
By The Associated Press
PREP BASKETBALL
GIRLS BASKETBALL
District Playoffs
1st District Playoffs
Hickman Co 53 Carlisle Co 50
2nd Dlabict Playoffs
Paducah Tilghman 93, Redland 46
3rd District Playoffs
Mayfield 61 Ballard Memonal 47
4th District Playoffs
Calloway Co 63. Murray 35
5th District Playoffs
1,ingston Central 64 Cntteriden Co 55
Lyon Co 60. Trigg Co 32
7th District Playoffs
Madisonville-North Hopkins 50 Dawson
Springs 43
8th District Playoffs
Chrishan Co 79 Fort Campbell 36
University Heqhts 65 Hopionsville 56
9th District Playoffs
Owensboro Catholic 58, Davies& Cc 27
10th District Playoffs
Muhlenberg North 69 Muhienberg
South 55
Ohio Co 82 McLean Co 26
13th District Playoffs
14th District Playoffs
Warren East 55. Bowling Green 51
16th District Playoffs
Metc,atte Co 29 Clinton Co 26
18th District Playoffs
19th District Playoffs
20th District Playoffs
21st District Playoffs
Lou Holy Cross 66 Lou Valley 39
22nd District Playoffs
Lou Iroquois 116 Evangel Christian 16
23rd District Playoffs
Lou Shawnee 54 Lou Brown 31
Lou Si Francis 35, Lou Portland
Christian 21
24th District Playoffs
Round Two
Butlin East 46 North BuHitt 33
Lou Fairdale 58. Bu1141 Central 41
25th District Playoffs
Lou DuPont Manual 67 Lou Male 43
Lou Mercy 74 Lou Collegiate 24
28th District Playoffs
30th District Playoffs
Shelby Co 70. Eminence 16
31st District Playoffs
Carroll Co 64 Henry Co 30
Owen Co 50. Gallatin Co 40
34th District Playoffs
Dixie Heights 52 Villa Madonna 41
36th District Playoffs
Round Two
37th District Playoffs
Scott 46 Campbell Co 43
38th District Playoffs
Nicholas Co 52 Pendleton Co 42
39th District Playoffs
Mason Co 66. Bracken Co 45
41st District Playoffs
Woodford Co 52. Frankfort 26
42nd District Playoffs
Scott Co 88 Lex Bryan Station 40
43rd District Playoffs
Round Two
Lex Christian 62. Lex Paul Dunbar 50
45th District Playoffs
Lincoln Co 54 Garrard Co 41
48th District Playoffs
Wayne Co 57 McCreary Central 49
49th District Playoffs
Round Two
Jackson Co 57 Red Bird 46
50th District Playoffs
Whitley Co 46. Corbin 43
53rd District Playoffs
Letchei County Central 66 Jenkins 29
57th District Playoffs
Magoffin Cc 75 Sheldon Clark 45
58th District Playoffs
, Betsy Layne 70 South Floyd 37
60th District Playoffs
District Finals
Pike Co Central 65 Beery 54
62nd District Playoffs
East Carter 50 Morgan Co 37
BOYS BASKETBALL
District Playoffs
151 District Playoffs
Fulton City 64 Hickman Co 53
2nd District Playoffs
Paducah Tilghman 68. Reidland 52
3rd District Playoffs
St Mary 49 Graves Co 32
4th District Playoffs
6th District Playoffs
Henderson Co Ill Providence 22
Webster Co 55. Union Co 53
7th District Playoffs
Caldwell Co 59 Hopkins Co Central 56
9th District Playoffs
Apollo 52 Owensboro Catholic 39
11th District Playoffs
Hancock Co 62 Frederick Fraize 54
Meade Co 46 Breclunndge Co 35
12th District Playoffs
Edmonson Co 65. Butler Co 60

rrayson Co 73. vVtiarisvilie Tnnrry 50
13th District Playoffs
14th District Playoffs
Warren Central 84, Wan-en East 63
15th District Playoffs
Allen Co -Scottsville 86. Glasgow 44
18th District Playoffs
Clinton Co 56, Metc.alle Co 50
17th District Playoffs
North Hardin 73, Fort Knox ea
111th District Playoffs
2151 District Playoffs
Lou Pleasure Ridge Park 73, Lou.
Valley 52
22nd District Playoffs
Lou Doss 56, Lou Iroquois 54
23rd District Playoffs
Lou Portland Christian 88, Lou. Si.
Francis 55
26th District Playoffs
Lou Fern Creek 72. Lou Atherton 57
Lou Moore 62, Wheefieid Academy 303
27th District Playoffs
Lou Ballard 84, Lou. Waggons( 53
Trinity (Louisville) 70, Lou. Seneca 84
28th District Playoffs
Lou
Eastern 60 Lou
Christian
Academy 47
29th District Playoffs
Oldham Co 74, Trimble Co. 35
South Oldham 60, North Oldham 54
30th District Playoffs
Shelby Co. 73, Eminence 27
34th District Playoffs
Dixie Heights 77, Villa Madonna 36
35th District Playoffs
Coy Catholic 102. Beachwood 43
Holmes 58, Coy Holy Cross 47
36th District Playoffs
Round Two
Dayton 52, Highlands 5
37th District Playoffs
Scott 49, Campbell Co. 42
39th District Playoffs
Deming 60. Nichoias Co 49
39th District Playoffs
Mason Co 94, Bracken Co 54
40th District Playoffs
George Rogers Clark 72, Bourbon Co
39
Montgomery Co 70. Parts 41
41st District Playoffs
Frankfort 64, Franklin Co. 59
42nd District Playoffs
Scott Co 72, Lex Henry Clay 47
43rd District Playoffs
Round Two
Lexington Catholic 60. Lex Lafayette 38
45th District Playoffs
Round Two
Boyle Co 76 Danville 45
46th District Playoffs
Round Two
East Jessamine 55. Mercer Co 49
West Jessamine 70, Burgin 41
47th District Playoffs
Pulaski Co. 70, Rockcastle Co 67
49th District Playoffs
Round Two
Clay Co 57, Oneida Baptist 46
50th District Playoffs
Corbin 73. Whitley Co 60
5151 District Playoffs
Pineville 79, Lynn Camp 63
52nd District Playoffs
Haden 85. Everts 39
Middlesboro 64. Cawood 60
53rd District Playoffs
Round Two
Knott Co Central 59, Letcher County
Central 53
Seth District Mayotte
Hazard 51, Leslie Co. 43
55th District Playoffs
Wolfe Co 81. Riverside Christian 57
56th District Playoffs
Owsley Co 41, Lee Co. 39
57th District Playoffs
Round Two
Pamtsvale 84. Johnson Central 71
Seth District Playoffs
Allen Central 77. South Floyd 56
60th District Playoffs
Phelps 55, Pike Co Central 48
61st District Ptayoffs
Bath Co 70. Fleming Co. 64
Rowan Co 85. Menifee Co 61
82nd District Playoffs
East Carter 52. Morgan Co 50, OT
83rd District Playoffs
Russell 52. Raceland 44
64th District Playoffs
Boyd Co 54 Rose Hill Christian 43

•Tigers

OVC ROUNDUP

From Page 1C

Peay, EKU,
TTU all
winners in OVC
first round

12 12 11 13 -48
Murray
Marsha County 09 14 15 13 - 51
Mummy (1414) Gibson. Hun 11, Trice
14, Voip 9, McCursion. Mohler 3,
Parker-Bell 7, Jones 4
FO: 16-39 3-90186 FO: 4-16 (Tnce 2
Hon, Prinier-8e1) FT! 12-20
Rebounds: 29 Fouls: 19
Wirsholl County (111-7) soiceiana 14
Albritton 11, Mammon 3, Palmer,
Smith 8 McKsinty. E Lathier!) 3 Brown
to, Holland 2
FG: 16-41 3-point FG: 4-12 (Brown 3
Spropiend) FT: 15-20 Rebounds.
25. Fouls: le.

CLARKSVILLE, Tam.(AP)
-Drake Reed had 27 points and
was 75 percent from the line to
help top seed Austin Peay hold
off Tennessee State for an 89-84
overtime win in the first round of
the Ohio Valley Conference
tournament Tuesday night.
Austin Peay (20-10) pushed it
into overtime on a jumper by
Fernandez Lockett to tie it 69-69
with 30 seconds left in regulation.
The Governors pushed ahead
in overtime, with an 8-2 run in
the first three minutes and
Landon Shipley and Todd
Babington both hit a pair of free
throws in the last two seconds to
hold off the Tigers.
E. Kentucky 63,
Morehead St. 45
RICHMOND, Ky. lATh -Jamaal Douglas scored 16 points
as Eastern Kentucky beat
Morehead State 63-45 Tuesday
night in the first round Of the
Ohio Valley Conference tournament.
Mike Rose and Julian
Mascoll added 11 points each for
Eastern (19-11). Rose scored all
his points in the first half.
Cordary I
Ballard
led
Morehead(12-17) with 17 points
and Quentin Pryor followed with

resembled a boxing match more
than it did a basketball game as
37 total fouls were whistled
between the two teams.
Marshall County head coach
Gus Gillespie knew what kind
of effort he was going to get
from his opposition. It's been
evident to the third-year) skipper all season.
"Murray is a good ballclub,
and I knew all along this would
go down to a one- or two-possession game," he said. "Murray
has played well against us all
year. They have some talent and
MICHAEL DANN / Ledger & Tunes
they're well-coached. When
you're facing that, you're going Cole Hurt glides past Marshall County defender Kory Smith
(24) in the second half Tuesday night at Calloway County
to have to grind it out."
And that's what the Marshals High School.
did.
could to win the basketball enough.
"We did what we needed to game in the game's final eight
Trice led Murray with 14
do - which was survive and minutes, getting to within one points. while
Spiceland paced
advance," Gillespie said. "Our point twice in the fourth quarter. Marshall with
14 as well.
kids' backs were against the wall The last came after Joey Mohler
Hurt notched 11 points on the
tonight a little bit, playing a hit his second free throw after night, while Volp
tacked on nine
team that we have beat 10 or II missing the front end, pulling for Murray, followed by seven
times in a row, that hasn't been pull Murray to 39-38 with 5:13 from Casey Parker-Bell. Aaron
to the regional tournament in a to play.
Jones and Mohler had four and
couple of years, so they're pretMarshall built a six-point three points, respectively.
ty hungry. And they played like lead twice with the latter corning
The Colonels advanced to the
Murray matched up with
they were hungry tonight."
at the 2:01 mark when Travis Marshall up and down the seat conference semifinals for the
For Fields, the First Region Spiceland sank a pair of free sheet. In games past, the Tigers' first time in two years and will
tournament was something he throws to give the Marshals a losses have come as a result
of take on the winner of the
had already penciled on the 46-40 lead. That lead would last turnovers or a lack of effort, but Southeast
Missouri
StateTigers' calendar.
Tennessee Tech game on Friday
until the final minute of the that wasn't the case Tuesday.
"I think the thing that is so game when Murray got to withFields says that shows the in Nashville, Tenn.
disappointing about all of this is in four after a Chess Volp buck- maturing process that has
Tennessee Tech 88,
been
we expected to win this basket- et with 53 seconds to play.
SE Missouri 60
an on-going process this season.
ball game. You can call it cocky
COOKEVILLE, Tenn. (AP)
On its next possession.
"Our kids were ready tonight
or whatever, but our kids feel Murray missed out on a Blake and when they're ready we can - Belton Rivers and Anthony.
like they're better than Marshall McCuiston 3-pointer from the play with anybody,- he said. Fisher combined for 34 points as
County. I think that speaks vol- left corner that would have got it "Some shots go in and out. Tennessee Tech beat cold-shootume of the mentality we have to one-point and then a second Things didn't go our way. It was ing Southeast Missouri 88-60
here and I think we have to have chance put back by Volp after a Just the way the ball bounced. Tuesday in the first round of the
Valley
Conference
that mentality as a basketball Marshall turnover on the follow- We have great kids and not only Ohio
team," Fields said. "I expected ing possession.
are they great kids played their Tourney.
Tech, the No. 3 seed, will
to be in the regional tournament,
But Anthony Albritton sealed played their hearts out on the
I'm not going to lie to you. the deal sinking a pair of free floor tonight and I feel bad play Eastern Kentucky in the
Maybe the expectations are too throws with 11.1 left, giving because there had to be some- conference semifinals Friday in high, but they're not too high for Marshall its 51-45 cushion and thing that I didn't do right, Nashville.
The Golden Eagles (19-121
me."
making the 3-pointer Kenneth because tonight they did everyled most of the way by shooting
Murray tried to do what it Trice hit at the buzzer not thing right."
60.4 percent to 34.9 percent for
the visitors. seeded No. 6.
Rivers and Fisher both scored
17 points and Fisher had six
rebounds. Reserve Rashaud
Nixon scored 14 and didn't miss
a shot,6-of-6 from the floor and
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP)- when athletic director Mitch regardless of how the team finish- 2-of-2 from the line.
First place is out of reach. Second Barnhart released a statement es. Morris said.
place looks doubtful. With two acknowledging fans dissatisfactough games left, it'll even take tion with the season, but urging
some work for Kentucky to finish them not to make any evaluations
as high as fourth in the until March.
Southeastern Conference East.
Smith, who led the Wildcats to
The Wildcats (19-9, 8-6), the the 1998 national championship
winningest college basketball in his first season at the helm, said
program in history, have lost four he spoke with Barnhart before the
of their last five games, and some statement was released. He said
fans are placing the blame he perceived it as a sign of supsquarely on coach Tlibby Smith.
port, not a threat about improving
But Tuesday, the two-time the program's record by tournanational coach of the year ment time.
brushed aside speculation his job
"Certainly sitting here at 19-9
is in jeopardy if the team doesn't ... I'm not going to defend my
finish strong. When his players record or anything else," Smith
host Georgia (17-10, 8-6) said. "But I guess Mitch felt like
Wednesday in their home finale, he needed to make a comment,
they should have no fears about from what I understand. I'm sure
preserving his 10-year tenure as he gets calls just like everybody
Cuddles is a shepherd/Labrador
Katy is a rottweiler mix, female
Kentucky's coach, Smith said.
else."
retnever mix, ten weeks old, female
four months old
'They don't have to worry
Kentucky's leading scorer,
SHELTER HOURS: MON.-RI, 10 AM-4 PM • SAT. 10 AN-3 PM
about my job being on the line," junior center Randolph Morris,
Smith said.'They need to be con- said pressure is just part of the job
For more intommtion contact
centrating on playing to the best description for any coach of the
Murray-Calloway
County Animal Shelter *
of their abilities."
Wildcats because of the sky-high
at (270) 759-4141
Speculation about Smith's expectations. The players don't
future was amplified Monday expect his job to be on the line,

Smith says UK players shouldn't
be concerned about his job
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Dispelling the Study: 1 in 4 women infected with
myths about virus that can cause cervical cancer
HPV among women
diabetes diets
By TARA SHELTON, RD, LD, CDE
Dietician, Murray-Calloway County Hospital
March is National Nutrition Month and this year the
American Dietetic Association has decided to focus its campaign efforts on "100 percent Fad Free."
When we think about the diet for diabetes, there are a lot
of fad diets that come to mind. One of the most common
myths for what the diet for diabetes should be is a "no
sugar" diet. A commonly held belief is that sugars are rapidly absorbed and lead to hyperglycemia. However, sugars
are not absorbed any more rapid than starches. Therefore,
sugars do not have any greater impact on blood glucose levels than other forms of carbohydrate.
Carbohydrate is a nutrient that is the primary source of
our body's energy. There are three forms of carbohydrate:
sugar, starch and fiber. Both sugar and starch are primarily
digested 100 percent to glucose within one to two hours of
eating. Although fiber is a type of carbohydrate, the body
doesn't digest it therefore, it has little effect on elevating the
glucose levels.
Because carbohydrates are turned approximately 100 percent to glucose within one to two hours of eating, no matter
what the source of the carbohydrate is, the diet for diabetes
is a consistent carbohydrate diet rather than a "no sugar"
diet. This means that the amount of carbohydrate eaten at
any given meal or snack needs to be the same at that meal
or snack each day.
Because of this, the focus on checking glucose levels has
shifted from fasting or pre-meal to two hours after the start
of the meal. We want to see the effects the carbohydrate
just eaten had on a persons glucose levels.
When looking at someone without diabetes, his or her
glucose levels never elevate above 140 mg/di two hours after
the start of the meal. Therefore, it is recommended that
someone that has diabetes keep his or her glucose levels
less than 140 mg/d1 two hours after the start of a meal.
Since carbohydrates are what turn to glucose in the body.
by keeping the amount eaten at a given meal or snack the
same from day to day, your physician can start to identify
patterns in your glucose levels. If carbohydrates are not
kept consistent, there isn't a pattern in your glucose levels.
making it very difficult for your physician to determine what
step to take to help you obtain better glucose control.
So again, when looking at the diet for diabetes, remember
the emphasis is on the total amount of carbohydrate eaten
rather than the source. This means that restricting sugar in
riot the key to blood glucose control!
For more information, call the Center for Diabetes at 7621806.

By LINDSEY TANNER
AP Medical Writer
CHICAGO (AP) — One in
The human papillomavirus(HPV)is most common among U.S women
four U.S. women ages 14 to
aged 20-24, but it is relatively low for those under 20
59 is infected with the sexually transmitted virus that in
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trol and Prevention.
of gynecologic cancer at the ations to different study popResearchers have estimated University of Illinois at Chica- ulations and different HPV
that 20 million Americans have go.
detection methods. She said the
some form of HPV. The study
For one thing, Collins -'
said, results should not be interpretconcluded that 26.8 percent of that relatively small percent- ed to mean infection prevaU.S. women are infected, a age corresponds with a lot of lence has changed in recent
figure that is comparable to women — about 3 million, years.
earlier estimates using smaller according to the report. And
The new nationally repregroups.
it does not include those with sentative report is based on vagi"We expected the prevalence past infections that have cleared nal swab specimens from 1,921
of any HPV infection would up.
women tested in 2003-04.
be high and that's what we
The number of women with
The report appears in
found," said CDC researcher DE HPV strains targeted by the Wednesday's Journal of the
Eileen Dunne, the study's lead vaccine was lower than in some American Medical Association.
author.previous, less comprehensive
There are dozens of strains
Just 3.4 percent of the estimates. And the overall HPV of HPV. Low-risk forms can
women studied had infections prevalence among the youngest cause genital warts and nonwith one of the four HPV women studied, 14- to-24-year- cancerous changes in cells in
strains that the new vaccine olds, was substantially higher the cervix, and often clear withprotects against. But that does- than in previous estimates, 7.5 out treatment. Several high-risk
n't mean the vaccine should million versus 4.6 million.
forms have been linked with
be written off, said Dr. Yvonne
Dunne attributed those vari- cervical cancer.
Collins, an assistant professor

Dunne said HPV prevaleme
is thought to be high in men
as well, but none were studied.
An estimated 11,150 U.S.
women will be diagnosed this
year with cervical cancer, and
about 3,670 will die from it.
Numbers are much higher
worldwide, especially in developing countries where Pap tests
to detect cervical cancer are
not routine.
The new vaccine, Merck's
Gardasil, was approved last June
for girls and women aged 9
to 26. It protects against two
HPV strains believed responsible for about 70 percent 01
cervical cancer cases, and two
other strains that cause 90 percent of genital wart cases.
Other vaccines are in the
works to protect against other
HPV strains, Collins said.
Women aged 20 to 24 had
the highest overall HPV prevalence in the study, 44.8 percent. Prevalence increased each
year from ages 14 to 24, then
dropped off gradually, confirming that young, sexually active
women face the greatest risk
of infection.
The study underscores the
need for young women to get
vaccinated, and to get routine
Pap tests, said Dr. Howard
Jones, a gynecologic cancer specialist at Vanderbilt University.

Physical activity bill passes Kentucky's Senate
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — Reading, ing from obesity.
segments and could be incorporated into
writing and jumping jacks.
"We cannot ignore this growing obe- 'recess or classroom activities, Stine said.
All three could be a daily routine for sity epidemic," she said, noting it is linked
She said no extra time would need to
schoolchildren under a bill to make phys- to diabetes, asthma, depression, high blood be added to school calendars.
ical activity a requirement for public ele- pressure and other ailments.
Supporters face a tougher job of getmentary and middle schools. The legislaUnder the bill, schools would have to ting the proposal through the House.
tion sailed through the Kentucky Senate include a half hour of moderate to vigHouse Education Committee Chairman
on a 31-0 vote Tuesday and heads to the orous physical activity each day, or 150 Frank Rasche said he sees it as a state
House.
minutes a week, by the 2008-09 school mandate encroaching on decisions that
The measure is aimed at creating good year. The proposal also would apply to should be left up to local site-based school
health habits at an early age.
public preschools.
councils. Rasche said there's no guaranSen. Katie Stine, the bill's lead sponSchools would have the flexibility to tee exercise at school would curb childsor, said Kentuckians are spending $1.1 tailor their physical activity programs. The hood obesity, which he called a cultural
billion a year on medical expenses result- workouts could be broken into 10-minute problem.
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